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Résumé
La complexité des mondes virtuels ne cesse d’augmenter et les techniques de modélisation clas-
siques peinent à satisfaire les contraintes de quantité nécessaires à la production de telles scènes.
Les techniques de génération procédurale permettent la création automatisée de mondes virtuels
complexes à l’aide d’algorithmes, mais sont souvent contre-intuitives et par conséquent réservées
à des artistes expérimentés. En effet, ces méthodes offrent peu de contrôle à l’utilisateur et sont
rarement interactives. De plus, il s’agit souvent pour l’utilisateur de trouver des valeurs pour
leurs nombreux paramètres en effectuant des séries d’essais et d’erreurs jusqu’à l’obtention d’un
résultat satisfaisant, ce qui est souvent long et fastidieux.
L’objectif de cette thèse est de combiner la puissance créatrice de la génération procédu-
rale avec un contrôle utilisateur intuitif afin de proposer de nouvelles méthodes interactives de
modélisation de mondes virtuels. Tout d’abord, nous présentons une méthode de génération
procédurale de villages sur des terrains accidentés, dont les éléments sont soumis à de fortes
contraintes de l’environnement. Ensuite, nous proposons une méthode interactive de modélisa-
tion de cascades, basée sur un contrôle utilisateur fin et la génération automatisée d’un contenu
cohérent en regard de l’hydrologie et du terrain. Puis, nous présentons une méthode d’édition
de terrains par croquis, où les éléments caractéristiques du terrain comme les lignes de crêtes
sont analysés et déformés pour correspondre aux silhouettes complexes tracées par l’utilisateur.
Enfin, nous proposons une métaphore de peinture pour la création et l’édition interactive des
mondes virtuels, où des techniques de synthèse d’éléments vectoriels sont utilisées pour automa-
tiser la déformation et l’édition de la scène tout en préservant sa cohérence.
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Abstract
The complexity required for virtual worlds is always increasing. Conventional modeling tech-
niques are struggling to meet the constraints and efficiency required for the production of such
scenes. Procedural generation techniques use algorithms for the automated creation of virtual
worlds, but are often non-intuitive and therefore reserved to experienced programmers. Indeed,
these methods offer fewer controls to users and are rarely interactive. Moreover, the user often
needs to find values for several parameters. The user only gets indirect control through a series
of trials and errors, which makes modeling tasks long and tedious.
The objective of this thesis is to combine the power of procedural modeling techniques
with intuitive user control towards interactive methods for designing virtual worlds. First, we
present a technique for procedural modeling of villages over arbitrary terrains, where elements
are subjected to strong environmental constraints. Second, we propose an interactive technique
for the procedural modeling of waterfall sceneries, combining intuitive user control with the
automated generation of consistent content, in regard of hydrology and terrain constraints.
Then, we describe an interactive sketch-based technique for editing terrains, where terrain
features are extracted and deformed to fit the user sketches. Finally, we present a painting
metaphor for virtual world creation and editing, where methods for example-based synthesis of
vectorial elements are used to automate deformation and editing of the scene while maintaining
its consistency.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
T
he modeling of virtual worlds is an important theme in computer graphics, as the associ-
ated techniques and results are being heavily used in video games, movies, and simulators.
Because of the ever growing demand, virtual worlds are more and more expensive to pro-
duce, as their size and quantity of details are increasing. Indeed, with traditional modeling
software all tasks are performed “by hand” by artists. If for instance an artist wants to create
a city of several square kilometers, then the creation will be long and tedious because of the
amount of details that must be produced. This is also true for landscapes, which should ideally
combine arbitrary terrains with rivers, forests, plants, rocks, grass, etc., and adapted urban and
non-urban settlements, with roads, houses, fences, plants, etc.
Procedural modeling relies on the use of algorithms to generate content automatically. Un-
surprisingly, it has been the subject of much research in recent years. These methods are
increasingly used in the field of virtual world modeling, for instance to generate a terrain, its
vegetation, its river network, or even its cities. However, they are often unintuitive to use as
they are rarely interactive, and offer few controls. Moreover, they are indirectly controlled by
parameters set by artists, generally tuned through an often frustrating set of trials and errors
until the desired result is obtained.
To overcome the problem of indirect controls, which is a major obstacle to the adoption of
such methods, the field of interactive procedural modeling has received increasing attention over
the last decade. It ranges from methods offering some soft controls of the procedures, for exam-
ple by painting regions of interest on a map, to highly interactive ones, where the interactions
resemble those of classical modeling tools, for example where the user sketches the shape of a
tree while leaving to the software the generation of its branches and leaves.
The notion of inverse procedural modeling has been introduced to categorize methods that
automatically determine the correct settings to generate a given type of results. The principle
is similar to the work on image and texture synthesis, and aims to reduce or even eliminate the
tedious trial-and-error process to find good settings, and even the algorithm rules. However,
as the results grow in complexity in interconnected components, no generic method has been
proposed yet for inverse procedural modeling of virtual worlds, and it is even questionable what
kind of interface could be provided for it to answer all desires of an artist.
1
Open Problems in Virtual World Modeling
Designing interactive methods for modeling virtual worlds poses many challenges:
• the methods should handle the virtual world complexity and the associated environment
constraints while remaining easy to use for non experts;
• the methods should provide smart user controls, enabling the user to focus on his coarse
or fine editing desires, while the methods automatically take over the long and tedious
tasks;
• the methods should also be real time and provide results that are as close as possible to
final results, to be usable in interactive modeling sessions;
• the methods should automatically find the settings to use within their automatic algo-
rithms.
Contributions
Throughout this thesis, we try to answer the following question:
“How can we improve the interactive design of virtual worlds
to better match user needs and computer capabilities?”
We study this question through four systems combining different levels of intuitive user
controls with a variety of strategies for procedural generation. The contributions of this work
are as follows:
• First, we focus our research on the understudied problem of procedural village modeling.
The main contribution of this work is the adaptation of the village to several environment
constraints, while being easily configurable by the user. Our method is able to generate
a variety of village types on arbitrary terrains, from a mountain hamlet to a fisherman
village, and this, even though the number of settings can be at times overwhelming.
However, user control remains indirect, being kept close of standard controls in procedural
modeling systems.
• Second, we present a method for the interactive procedural modeling of waterfall sceneries.
This work allows a user to interactively create a coarse waterfall network on an existing
terrain, while the algorithm automatically generates a detailed scenery and deals with the
environment constraints and with the hydraulic validity of the flow. This process leads to
automatic adaptation of the terrain to the waterfalls, and of the waterfalls to the terrain.
• Third, we introduce an interactive first-person sketch-based method for terrain editing.
Enabling users to draw mountain silhouettes from a first-person viewpoint, our algorithm
analyzes and deforms an existing terrain to match the sketched curves. This process
retains as much as possible the details and plausibility of the original terrain, but deforms
it to satisfy the constraints issued from the sketched silhouettes.
• Finally, we present a more general interactive painting system for modeling virtual worlds,
which relies on example-based synthesis. The user creates and edits complex vectorial
scenes using similar interactions as in modern painting systems. Meanwhile, the algo-
rithm automatically preserves the scene’s consistency and accelerates many otherwise
tedious tasks by analyzing different properties from examples in the current scene, and by
seamlessly generating results that satisfy similarity constraints.
2
Structure of the Document
This document is divided into five main parts. First, we present in Chapter 2 a survey of
procedural and interactive modeling techniques for the design of virtual worlds. We cover
automatic procedural modeling of natural sceneries, interactive procedural modeling, sketch-
based modeling, example-based synthesis, and inverse procedural modeling. In Chapter 3, we
detail our method for the procedural generation of villages on arbitrary terrains. In Chapter 4,
we present our method for the interactive modeling of coherent waterfall sceneries. In Chapter 5,
we describe our method for the sketch-based editing of terrain. In Chapter 6, we present our
method for interactive painting of virtual worlds. Lastly, we conclude this work and discuss
some avenues for future work, extending our methods given our various experiences with all the
systems described.
Related Publications
Three chapters of this thesis have previously appeared as publications. They have been slightly
modified to be better integrated into this unified document. They are:
• Chapter 3: This chapter is an extended and updated version of an article presented at
the Computer Graphics International ’12 conference and published as a special issue of
journal The Visual Computer [EBP∗12].
• Chapter 4: This chapter is an extended version of a paper first presented at the national
conference AFIG ’13 [EPCV13] and then selected for an improved version in French in the
associated journal REFIG [EPCV14a]. A further improved version has been published in
the journal Computer Graphics Forum [EPCV14b].
• Chapter 5: This chapter details a collaboration with Flora Ponjou Tasse, Ph.D. student
at Cambridge University, during her visit to Inria Grenoble. This work was presented at
the conference Graphics Interface [TEC∗14a]. It was selected and an extended version
was published in the journal Computer & Graphics [TEC∗14b].
• Chapter 6: This chapter presents our most recent results, and we expect to submit an
associated paper soon. As such, the reader should be aware of less-polished results, and
should look forward to the publication.
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T
his chapter gives a state of the art on virtual world modeling. While modeling in
itself is a huge field of research, and virtual worlds can include almost anything, we
cannot pretend to cover all work related to modeling. However, we tried to address
most work related to the specifics of virtual worlds and their usual contents.
We first present a review of procedural generation techniques for virtual worlds. We enrich
this review with the main concepts on example-based synthesis, and present the literature of
inverse procedural modeling. We conclude this state of the art by presenting various approaches
on interactive modeling, including interactive procedural modeling, sketch-based modeling, and
a brief review of shape deformation approaches in a non-procedural context.
2.1 Procedural Modeling of Virtual Worlds
Procedural modeling involves the automated creation of content using an algorithm. This
approach has been successfully used in many fields, such as creating textures, geometries, ani-
mations, or even sounds. In this state of the art we focus on procedural methods designed for
virtual world generation.
Many types of procedural methods have been developped for specific types of virtual world
objects, including terrains [GGG∗13], plants [LRBP12], cities [CEW∗08], road networks [GPGB11],
buildings [LWW08], etc. We conduct a brief survey in this section, to illustrate the most com-
mon families of methods. For more details please consult a more complete state of the art
[STBB14] dedicated to this topic.
Note that in this section we detail only automated methods for virtual world modeling.
Techniques for inverse procedural modeling and interactive procedural modeling are detailed
respectively in Sections 2.2.4 and 2.3.
2.1.1 Terrains
In this section, we review the main data structures and real-time rendering techniques for
terrains, as they play a key role in the support and constraints brought by the interactive
modeling of virtual worlds. We then review how to procedurally generate them.
2.1.1.1 Data Structures
Real-time rendering of terrains is a key issue for almost all interactive applications, as terrains
form the major element of landscapes. We review briefly in this section the main approaches
proposed to represent and render terrains in real time.
Heightfields. Terrains are mostly represented as heightfields, a 2D regular grid where each
cell stores elevations at a given 2D location. The simplicity and efficiency of the representation
have made this structure popular in interactive software. Moreover it is well adapted to GPUs,
even for very large terrains (e.g., [LH04, BN08, DIP14]). The major limitation of heightfields is
their inability to represent complex shapes with several height values at the same 2D location,
such as for caves, arches, and overhangs.
Voxels. A voxel representation stores volumetric density values in a 3D grid. They can be
used to model complex terrains with arbitrary topology [Gei07], but suffer from high memory
costs and expensive surface extraction processes. In addition, a terrain being mainly flat, most
of the stored data is not relevant. To reduce this problem, hybrid models combining heightfields
and voxels have been introduced [Cry09], but require tedious manual settings.
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Figure 2.1: Real-time rendering of terrains using quadtrees [BN08], where the terrain’s level
of detail is automatically adapted to the camera position. The terrain is subdivided in square
cells of various sizes, depending on their distance to the camera, and the color texture and
heightfield are computed independently for each cell. When the camera moves, the structure
is updated (i.e., cells are merged or subdivided) and their textures recomputed. This method
enables real-time rendering of very large terrains, even planets.
Material Stacks. Material stacks are a compact representation for 3D terrains. The data
are stored in a 2D grid of stacks, representing several material heights at a given location. They
have first been introduced in hydraulic erosion methods [BF01, BF02], and have been used in
terrain modeling methods [PGGM09], whose model support arches, overhangs, and caves. The
terrain geometry is implicitly computed from the voxel grid using convolution operators. The
major limitation of this technique is the cost of the surface extraction algorithm, and despite
recent work [LMS11, LS12], this technique remains expensive when computed and rendered in
real time.
Overhang Maps. Another technique involves adding to a heightfield a map representing
horizontal displacements to create overhangs [GM01]. However, this approach is not sufficient
for more complex shapes, such as caves and multi-layered surfaces.
In our work, we rely on the heightfield representation of terrains, and use a quadtree ren-
dering technique [BN08] (Figure 2.1). In Chapter 4, we enrich the heightfield with an overhang
map [GM01] to add overhangs to our waterfall sceneries.
2.1.1.2 Terrain Generation
Many solutions are proposed for modeling terrains [SDKT∗09, STBB14], from fully procedural
methods, physical simulations, to those combining example or texture synthesis with some
sketch-based interaction.
Noise. Many procedural terrain modeling methods are based on the fact that terrains are self-
similar, i.e., statistically invariant under magnification [Man83]. The main generation approach
consists of pseudo-randomly editing height values on a flat terrain using fractal noise [Mil86,
MKM89] or Perlin noise [Per85]. Indeed, by combining several octaves (frequencies organized
in levels) of noise, that are then interpolated, it is possible to generate detailed and plausible
elevation maps, using the scaled noise value as terrain elevation at a given location. These
methods are a popular choice for landscape modeling due to their easy implementation and
efficient computation. For more information on fractal terrain generation methods, see the
book from Ebert et al. [EMP∗02].
Fractal-based approaches can generate a wide range of large terrains with unlimited level
of details. However, they are limited by the lack of user control, non-intuitive parameters
manipulation, and the absence of erosion effects such as drainage patterns.
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Figure 2.2: Erosion progressively digging a terrain during a modeling session [vBBK08].
Subdivision. Early work on terrain generation is also based on subdivision methods, like
the method of mid-point displacement [FFC82, Mil86, Lew87]. In this subdivision algorithm,
each new point is moved randomly in height with respect to the mean and relative altitude
of its neighborhood. This process is iteratively applied with a decreasing offset range, until
the desired resolution is reached. This technique has recently been adapted to GPU [BW06].
Similarly to noise-based methods, these methods are hard to control and are also unable to
produce plausible terrains.
Erosion. A second class of algorithms for modeling terrains is based on simulating natu-
ral phenomena, including the simulation of erosion. These techniques can supplement noise-
based or subdivision-based generators to enhance the realism of generated scenes. Musgrave
et al. [MKM89] present the first method for thermal and hydraulic erosions based on geomor-
phology rules. Erosion simulation is performed using cellular automata, where cell material is
progressively dissolved and displaced to neighboring cells. Most of the following algorithms rely
on similar cellular automata, and focus on improving dissolution and displacement rules, while
introducing several new materials.
Roudier et al. [RPP93] introduce a hydraulic erosion simulation that uses different mate-
rials at various locations resulting in different interactions with water. This method has been
enriched by Beneš and Forsbach [BF01], considering the field as composed of several layers
of materials. Nagashima [Nag97] combines thermal and hydraulic erosions in a river network
pre-generated with a 2D fractal function. Chiba et al. [CMF98] generate a vector field of water
flow that then controls how sediment moves during erosion. This process produces hierarchical
ridge structures and thus enhances realism. Beneš and Arriaga [BA05] perform the erosion
of soft material over hard material to model table mountains with realistic erosion patterns.
Neidhold et al. [NWD05] present a physically correct simulation based on fluid dynamics and
interactive methods that enable the input of global parameters, such as rainfall or local wa-
ter sources. Beneš et al. [BTHB06] present full 3D volumetric hydraulic erosion simulations,
allowing them to create waterfalls, while Št’ava et al. [vBBK08] interactively sculpt complex
landscapes (Figure 2.2). Kristof et al. [KBKŠ09] propose fast hydraulic erosion based on Smooth
Particle Hydrodynamics(SPH), a general and popular method for simulating fluids. Pytel and
Mann [PM13] present a hydraulic erosion system able to simulate avalanching, an important
phenomenon to consider in order to model terrains with realistic shapes.
The main drawback of all these methods is that they only allow indirect user-control through
trials and errors, requiring a good understanding of the underlying physics, time, and efforts to
get the expected results.
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Figure 2.3: Real-time rendering of rivers using tiles of textures [vH11]. Left: The river surface
is subdivided in “tiles”. Each tile has its own wave direction and speed, that are smoothly
interpolated to produce the river surface animation. Middle: River with directional waves.
Right: Animated marsh surface.
2.1.2 Water Bodies
Procedural generation of water bodies, such as rivers, lakes, streams, oceans, and waterfalls,
has been more scarcely studied than terrains. Since we are interested in user-designed water
flows, shallow water simulation methods [SBC∗11], used to compute the trajectory of a river on
a terrain, are beyond the scope of this review.
Rivers. River rendering is usually done using planar geometries and animated textures. Yu et
al. [YNBH09] derive an animated texture from the motion of particles simulated at the surface
of a river, which provides an appearance of complex fluid. These textures can be augmented
with their flow skirting around stones and river banks [YNS11]. Instead, Van Hoesel [vH11]
tiles flow textures and modulates their application on water surface polygons according to the
flow speed (Figure 2.3). His method proves to be quite efficient, compact, and effective. In
Chapter 4, our flow textures are inspired by all these methods, including an interactive flow
and diffusion editor with a sketching interface [ZIH∗11].
River Networks. Several algorithms have been proposed to generate river networks, par-
ticularly to generate them within a terrain, and even to generate terrains. Indeed, instead of
generating the hydraulic system after terrain generation, methods have been proposed to gener-
ate the terrain based on hydraulic network generation. Kelley et al. [KMN88] create a terrain by
the generation of watersheds. Derzapf et al. [DGGK11] generate river networks at a planetary
scale. Teoh [Teo09] presents Riverland, an algorithm that generates a complete terrain based
on hydraulic network generation. Génevaux et al. [GGG∗13] procedurally create terrains from
a consistent river drainage network (Figure 2.4). A hierarchical drainage network grows from
several locations around the borders of an island, following terrain and river slope constraints
provided by the user. By estimating several hydraulic parameters, they determine river types
and shapes, and generate the terrain geometry using combining operators.
The use of river networks in the generation process considerably enhances the realism of
generated terrains. However, these methods are limited to terrains shaped by hydraulic erosion.
Waterfalls. Two main methods are specifically applied to create and render animated water-
falls: particle systems and textured polygons. Particle systems [SDZ∗07], even when optimized
with hierarchical methods or screen-space methods [BSW10], suffer from their inherent complex-
ity to simulate efficiently networks of waterfalls in large environments. Sakaguchi et al. [SDZ∗07]
pre-configured particle systems for specific waterfalls, that are assembled to generate a network
of waterfalls. The coherency between the terrain and the resulting waterfall must however be
ensured by the user. Animated textures layered over polygons is a much more efficient and
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Figure 2.4: Terrain generation using a coherent hydraulic network [GGG∗13].
scalable approach [GCZ∗06], and it could even be augmented with some lighter form of particle
systems [HW04].
2.1.3 Plants and Ecosystems
Some of the most common procedural algorithms are based on formal grammars, like the L-
Systems [Lin68] especially designed for the generation of trees and plants. An L-System is a
formal grammar that uses a set of symbols and rewriting rules, applied in parallel.
Here is a simple example to illustrate the substitution principle of L-Systems:
Symbols: A, B
Rules: A→ B
B → AB
Axiom: A
The iterative application of the rules of this grammar give the following results:
A, B, AB, BAB, ABBAB, BABABBAB, ...
Considering trees and plants as recursive structures [PLH∗90], it is possible to describe rules
of growth as grammars to generate trunks, branches, and leaves that compose trees [dREF∗88]
(Figure 2.5). This method is also used to generate growing plants and flowers [PHM93]. Open
L-System is an extension by Měch and Prusinkiewicz [MP96] that takes into account external
constraints during generation. These constraints allow for example simulating competition for
resources during growth, and generate more realistic results (Figure 2.5, right). Deussen et
al. [DHL∗98] generate complete ecosystems from these grammars, by defining rules to generate
distributed plant seeds. Peyrat et al. [PTMG08] propose a method for generating leaves with
an aging process encoded in an L-System, thus simulating color changes, holes, and cracks.
Procedural models have also been proposed to model other types of vegetation elements.
For instance, Desbenoit et al. [DGA] generate lichen through simulation. Using a particle-based
seeding process and aggregation tests, lichen grows over 3D objects in a plausible way, depending
on environment constraints, such as humidity and shape.
2.1.4 Urban Environments
Generating villages (Chapter 3) requires the generation of road networks, street networks, and
the creation of 3D buildings. This section reviews the literature in these domains.
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Figure 2.5: Using L-Systems for generating trees. Left: Rewriting rules for the growth of a
tree [dREF∗88]. Right: Growth of trees under competition for resources with an Open L-
System [MP96].
Street Networks. Generating procedural cities is a very active research area since these en-
vironments are among the most complex and expensive to produce by hand. Existing methods
for modeling cities start by generating a street network. Cycles formed by neighboring streets
are tessellated into blocks serving as footprints for buildings. Inspired from L-Systems [MP96],
Parish and Müller pioneer work for street network generation is fully automatic [PM01]. The
street network iteratively grows over the terrain, following grammar rules. To control growth
directions, this method takes into account various constraints such as the presence of water or
population density, and business centers, residential areas, etc., in a large city environment.
Figure 2.6 illustrates results from this method, and the power of such algorithms. In parallel,
other approaches have been introduced such, as tensor-field-based or example-based city layout
generation [CEW∗08, AVB08]. Another approach simulates city growth based on urban simula-
tion [WMWG09], resulting in highly complex and realistic cities. Note that these methods are
generally dedicated to American-like cities, with semi-regular networks of mostly parallel and
perpendicular streets.
Non-urban Settlements. The previous methods for generating cities define the street net-
work and then create building parcels in a second step. Therefore, they cannot be applied to
scattered settlements, where modeling the interaction between progressive settlement and road
network extension is mandatory. To our knowledge, the only work addressing the generation of
non-urban settlements was dedicated to South African informal settlements [GMB06]. After
using a particle system to generate settlement seeds, different combinations of Voronoi diagrams
are used to tessellate the terrain.
This inspired our work on land parcel generation (Chapter 3), although we had to develop
a new, anisotropic land conquest method to account for alignments with roads and terrain
features, observed in real village layouts. Lastly, progressive growth of non-urban settlements
based on environmental constraints is somewhat similar to the spread of biological species.
Inspired by a model for lichen spreading on a support [DGA], we rely on particles to progressively
seed settlements based on interest maps. However, villages develop in more structured ways,
forcing us to take the road network into account in the simulation loop.
Road Networks. Road networks are also important features on terrains outside of cities.
Sun et al. [SYBG02] introduce a method to create road networks using growth rules and road
templates based on patterns observed in real road networks. Galin et al. [GPMG10] present
a technique for generating roads on arbitrary terrains, based on a pathfinding algorithm that
optimizes the path of each road in function of various costs, such as terrain slopes, and road
bends. It enables to take into account the environment, such as the presence of vegetation
or water. This method allows the creation of realistic roads, including highways and mountain
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Figure 2.6: Using L-Systems to generate cities [PM01].
roads. The authors then extend their work to generate comprehensive road networks, connecting
different cities and optimizing connections between them [GPGB11].
Our method in Chapter 3 extends the approach of Galin et al. [GPMG10] to road networks
between hamlets or houses, leading us to a new, road re-use strategy.
Buildings. When a street layout defines footprints for buildings, a popular approach to pro-
cedural generation of buildings uses grammars. L-Systems have been used by Parish and
Müller [PM01] to generate buildings, and their results have demonstrated the power of such
applications. The algorithm progressively constructs the building geometry following the pro-
vided rules, such as building block extrusion from the building footprint and floor segmentation
from the newly generated building block.
Wonka et al. [WWSR03] present split grammars, a grammar type especially efficient for
building facade generation. Shape grammars have been then introduced by Müller et al. [MWH∗06],
where the rules’ symbols are geometric shapes that are replaced and refined during the gen-
eration process. These grammars are so far the most common method for the generation of
buildings exteriors.
Rather than using grammars, Leblanc et al. [LHP11] present an approach based on compo-
nents for procedurally generating entire buildings, with consistent outer and inner shapes. A
component is defined by a 2D or 3D shape and a set of attributes. Buildings are procedurally
generated using a series of statements that progressively modify existing components or create
new ones.
Our method for generating houses on mountanious terrains extends existing grammar-based
approaches: we define in Chapter 3 an open shape grammar enabling facade elements to self-
adapt to external constraints.
2.1.5 Conclusion on Procedural Modeling
The strength of procedural methods is their ability to generate large amount of content with
only a few rules, whose parameters are defined by the user. These rules enable the emergence
of complex shapes that artists may have difficulties to produce, for instance, erosion algorithms
produce realistic erosion patterns on terrains that may be hard to do by hand. However,
procedural approaches only provide indirect controls via rules editing. The modeling process
is therefore usually a succession of trials and errors, until a satisfactory result is obtained. In
addition, it is often necessary to fully understand the model and the roles of parameters to
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Figure 2.7: Interactive example-based urban layout synthesis [AVB08].
achieve the desired result, limiting the use of these tools to specialists. Finally, these methods
have proved powerful in their respective contexts, but they are often tedious to control, even
for experienced users.
2.2 Example-based Modeling
In this section we present different approaches that have in common the fact of using one or
several examples provided by the user in order to generate visually similar results.
We first study methods for texture synthesis, then point processes and arrangements syn-
thesis, structure synthesis, and finally inverse procedural modeling.
2.2.1 Texture Synthesis
Texture synthesis methods generate a texture or an image from an example provided by the
user while preserving its visual aspect. There are two main categories of methods for texture
synthesis: pixel-based and patch-based synthesis. For more details, Wei et al. [WLK∗09] present
a detailed state-of-the-art survey of these techniques.
The pixel-based approach considers a pixel as the basic texture unit, and generates an
image pixel by pixel using algorithms to determine which pixel to copy and where. These
algorithms use probabilistic algorithms [HB95] or neighborhood analysis to better capture local
behaviors [Ash01].
To preserve image structures, patch-based approaches group pixels into patches. For ex-
ample Dischler et al. [DMLG02] decompose the image into texture particles, and analyze their
spatial arrangements. Then, they generate particles using a seeding process and the analyzed
parameters, and create a new image by blending particle contributions.
Structured Image Synthesis. Image containing structured objects need specific synthesis
algorithms to be generated correctly. Aliaga et al. [AVB08] propose an interactive method to
edit complex urban layouts (Figure 2.7). To generate new roads, they first generate a point
distribution of street intersections. Then, they connect the intersections using a marching algo-
rithm, which tries to preserve the example properties, such as the tortuosity and neighborhood
distances. The final urban layout appearance is generated using image-based synthesis of the
original example combined to the newly generated street network.
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Figure 2.8: Analysis of the pair correlation functions (PCF) of point distributions, and genera-
tion of point distributions with pair correlation functions matching the original ones [OG12].
In a similar way, Sibbing et al. [SPK10] analyze the branching structures of an image, such
as an image of a river, and generate new images while matching the statistical properties of the
captured structures. Image synthesis of the river is guided by a network structure generated
from the analyzed properties.
2.2.2 Point Processes
Point processes are methods developed for the analysis and generation of point patterns respect-
ing specific statistical properties. They include Poisson disk sampling [Wei08, LD08] and blue
noise sampling [Fat11]. The idea is to analyze a point distribution to determine their probability
distribution, often by matching several parameters of a given distribution, in order to generate
new distributions following the analyzed distribution. Other approaches have been proposed
to generate points with more complex arrangement patterns [LWSF10, ZHWW12, OG12], us-
ing pairwise point distances as the key characteristic of point processes. For instance, Li et
al. [LWSF10] propose a method for anisotropic blue noise sampling. Öztireli and Gross [OG12]
rely on the pair correlation function (or radial density function) to analyze and generate a point
distribution respecting the example’s properties (Figure 2.8). After having analyzed the pair
correlation for each combination of point categories, they generate new point arrangements
using a new generalized dart-throwing algorithm followed by a gradient descent, thus making
the new sample statistics similar to the examplar. However, this synthesis process has long
computational times, incompatible with interactive editing.
In Chapter 6, our synthesis method is inspired by the latter work for its use of the pair
correlation function, but we generate points with a less precise but interactive process.
2.2.3 Arrangement Synthesis
Arrangement synthesis deals with the analysis and generation of a set of objects or shapes,
while respecting rules learned from examples. In this research area, much effort is applied to
vector images, as presented by Hurtut [Hur10] in a complete state of the art.
These methods are based on geometric solutions [BBT∗06, IMIM08] or on distribution anal-
ysis [HLT∗09]. Barla et al. [BBT∗06] propose a method to synthesize 2D point and line ar-
rangements, and ensure that the generated arrangement corresponds to the analyzed statistics,
using Delaunay triangulation and several neighboring properties. They generate a new arrange-
ment by constructing a mesh with a neighborhood-matching algorithm. Hurtut et al. [HLT∗09]
generate a new arrangement using a statistical approach: they analyze the arrangement statis-
tics, such as distances and orientations between elements, and generate a new arrangement by
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Figure 2.9: Synthesis of an arrangement consisting of vector elements (top left) that are analyzed
and separated into groups of elements (bottom left), and synthesized to form a new image
(right) [HLT∗09].
Metropolis-Hastings sampling (Figure 2.9). Jenny et al. [JHH10] present a method for synthe-
sizing several point patterns on a map, enabling the sampling of objects with different sizes and
shapes, such as different drawings of trees. They start from a regular grid and progressively
perturb it to obtain valid distributions of anisotropic objects. While Jenny et al. [JHH10] rely
on a dithered grid, Landes et al. [LGH13] propose a synthesis solution for the same problem, but
rely on a shape-aware synthesis model, where the spatial relationship measurements between
elements take into account their geometry, enabling to generate distributions of anisotropic
elements.
A method for detecting symmetries and curvilinear arrangements in vector data has been
proposed by Yeh and Měch [YM09]. After having identified arrangement rules, the technique
can be used to interact with the result, such as changing the spacing between elements forming
a curve. This work can be considered as a premise to inverse procedural modeling. Yeh et
al. [YYW∗12] propose a method based on Markov chain Monte Carlo to synthesize an arbitrary
scene, where relationships between objects are encoded as constraints. However, they rely on
the analysis of a large example basis, which often needs to be created by hand.
2.2.4 Inverse Procedural Modeling
In this section we present inverse procedural methods, whose aim is to find the appropriate
parameters or rules of a procedural method.
Bokeloh et al. [BWS10] deform a 3D object according to its symmetries and deduce shape
grammar construction rules. With the deduced grammar, they are able to generate new 3D
objects with shapes assemblaged with parts cut from the original object.
Št’ava et al. [ŠBM∗10] apply the principle of inverse grammar on a 2D vector image, which is
transformed into an L-System. The principle is to analyze the transformation matrices between
groups of objects, which are first recognized and categorized as symbols, and to deduce their
repetition and positioning rules. They enable user defines weightings to favor certain groupings
or hierarchy criteria, for example, the distance between objects rather than similarities. This
technique is especially adapted for structured scenes comprising a large number of repeated
units.
Another way to use inverse procedural generation is to provide high-level constraints and
let the algorithm find rules and parameters to create the desired result. Talton et al. [TLL∗11]
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Figure 2.10: Procedural generation using inverse algorithm based on the Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm. The algorithm enables the generation of vegetation constrained by the user sketch
by automatically finding rules and parameters of a procedural tree generator [TLL∗11].
propose a method based on the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, to browse all possible solutions
and propose a result respecting various constraints, such as a 3D mesh defining the volume of
a tree (Figure 2.10). The method is general and the authors apply it on procedural models
of trees, cities, buildings, and Mondrian paintings. However, computational times are high,
preventing the use of the method in interactive editing frameworks.
The principle of inverse generation has also been studied in the context of interactive pro-
cedural modeling of cities. Vanegas et al. [VGDA∗12] provide to the user high-level controls
localized in the editor scene, and generate a city meeting all these constraints. The algorithm is
based on a Markov algorithm and requires a lot of learning on all cases of possible deformations,
which makes difficult the addition of new interactions. Nevertheless, the results are very fast
and allow user interaction in real time.
Lastly, a new method [ŠPK∗14] has been proposed for inverse procedural modeling of trees.
Taking arbitrary tree models as input, they use Monte Carlo Markov Chains to find botanic
rules to generate similar trees. Contrary to other methods that tend to simplify the informations
of a tree grammar, they rely on a large number of ecological properties and are able to model
extremely detailed and varied trees.
2.2.5 Conclusion on Example-based Modeling
The area of inverse procedural modeling is very recent and growing. Being able to automatically
find the rules of an algorithm is certainly a very good approach to reconcile intuitive control
and procedural generation. The main drawback of these methods is their need to know what is
the method for which they are searching the settings. Good inverse procedural methods have
to be as general as possible to enable the capture of arbitrary scenes. Moreover, they must be
fast enough to be used in an interactive tool. In Chapter 6, we present an interactive modeling
tool that provides a general synthesis method to edit virtual worlds.
2.3 Interactive Modeling
To overcome some shortcomings of conventional procedural generation techniques, many studies
have emerged, a number of them trying to make these techniques interactive, giving a more
precise and more intuitive control to the user. In this section, we first review the field of sketch-
based procedural modeling, and then present several other interactive methods for procedural
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Figure 2.11: Terrain interactively generated from a user sketch. The user draws the mountain
silhouette and the algorithm generates the associated mountain using multiresolution surface
deformation. High frequency details in the silhouette are used to propagate noise. However,
the silhouette can only be planar [GMS09].
modeling. Finally we present several approaches adressing interactive editing, where many rely
on procedural rules to cleverly deform images or 3D objects.
2.3.1 Sketch-based Modeling
Traditional software interfaces consist of windows, menus, and buttons, and their use is often
complex and non-intuitive. In contrast, sketch-based methods enable the artist to draw directly
in a scene, as if using pencil and paper. The aim of these techniques is to minimize the rigid
and uninspiring classical GUI and try to get closer to creative processes.
In the remaining of this section, we present sketch-based methods used to model virtual
sceneries. For more information on sketch-based modeling, we invite the reader to consult the
complete but less recent state of the art presented by Olsen et al. [OSSJ09].
Terrains. Sketching interfaces have been increasingly popular for terrain modeling. Cohen et
al. [CHZ00] and Watanabe and Igarashi [WI04] present the first terrain modeling interfaces that
take as input one 2D silhouette stroke directly drawn on a 3D terrain. The stroke is interpreted
as a flat ridgeline of mountains, that are generated as rounder or sharper mountains depending
on the stroke shape. Only a single silhouette stroke can be drawn and treated at a time.
Gain et al. [GMS09] take advantage of the power of procedural generation to generate
heightfields using fractals, and provide a sketching interface to finely control the content. In
their interface, the user draws mountain silhouettes and contours. The heightfield is then
generated using fractals constrained by the curves (Figure 2.11).
Smelik et al. [STdKB10] present the first framework for the sketch-based modeling of com-
plete virtual worlds. Their method combines iterative manual editing operations and several
procedural generation algorithms. The world consistency is automatically preserved after each
edition and regeneration, using a semantic model. However, the iteration capabilities between
manual editing and procedural modeling is limited. Indeed, all user fine-grained manual editions
on the procedural results are lost when a procedural regeneration occurs. The authors clearly
identify problems to address in order to propose a completely iterative framework combining
procedural modeling and manual editing.
Dos Passos and Igarashi [dPI13] propose a first-person viewpoint sketch-based modeling for
terrains. The terrain is generated by extracting parts of an example elevation map, chosen for
the similarity of their silhouettes and a sub-part of the user sketch, and combining them in
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Figure 2.12: Terrain generation using example-based synthesis [ZSTR07]. Left: Input sketch.
Middle: Generated heightfield using a texture synthesis method combining several images ex-
tracted from an example heighfield. Right: Same heightfield, textured, shaded, and viewed
from a slightly lower viewpoint.
order to create a terrain with a silhouette matching the user sketches. However, this method is
limited to simple sketches, and only creates mountains with flat silhouettes.
In nature, mountain silhouettes from a viewpoint are usually not the result of one mountain
with a flat ridgeline, but of several mountains at different distances with complex ridgelines
even disconnected in 3D. In Chapter 5, we propose a method for modeling terrains from a
first-person viewpoint, where silhouettes are composed by several mountains that we deform to
match the user sketches.
Bernhardt et al. [BMV∗11] propose similar user interaction to edit heightfields. They in-
teractively create terrains from a first-person viewpoint using parameterized vectorial curves.
Those curves have noise, and angle and roughness constraints, that enable the modeling of
specific terrain features such as ridgelines, riverbeds, and cliffs. First introduced by Hnaidi et
al. [HGA∗10], curve constraints are propagated using diffusion curves [OBW∗08]. The algorithm
is solved in real time and provides immediate feedback to the user when editing the terrain. The
authors stress the importance of immediate feedback, otherwise the creative process is broken
and the interest of sketching is much reduced.
While the methods presented previously generate a new terrain from scratch, other methods
use texture synthesis to generate terrains. Zhou et al. [ZSTR07] use 2D sketches to drive a patch-
based terrain synthesis from real terrain data (Figure 2.12). Tasse et al. [TGM12] present an
enhanced texture-based terrain generation method that re-uses the same sketching interface.
Vanek et al. [VBHŠ11] present a terrain editor based on an interactive physic-based sim-
ulation. For instance, the user can use a rain brush to erode a terrain, or merge patches of
existing terrains into the edited one. The method provides a tile-based segmentation of the
world enabling real-time simulation of large environments.
Trees. Sketch-based systems can provide a more intuitive way of generating tree models. For
instance, Chen et al. [CNX∗08] sketch a coarse trunk and leaves contours to generate a complex
tree using a Markov random field.
Wither et al. [WBCG09] present a multi-scale editing technique to generate complex trees.
From the tree scale to the leaf scale, the user can draw foliage silhouettes and sub-silhouettes,
that are used to generate complex tree structures using botanical knowledge. Moreover, the
method supports local refinement, that enables the user to specify local leaf properties that are
locally spread to its neighborhood.
TreeSketch [LRBP12] is an application for creating trees using a touch pad, in which the user
can control the shape of the trunk and branches, but also the distribution and type of leaves.
The trees are constructed progressively by the user, whose gestures locally deform a procedural
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Figure 2.13: Interactive sketching of pen-and-ink illustrations based on texture synthesis. The
user first draws a pattern (for instance few algae branches), and guides a synthesis process with
a directional curve. The method can also fill closed spaces and align patterns with the curve
direction [KIZD12].
tree model. Botanical and physical properties are also ensured while the user sketches his
intentions with different abstract tools. This application has been made freely available and
was a huge success, proving that there is a public looking for intuitive procedural tools.
Clouds. Wither et al. [WBC08] propose the first sketch-based technique for modeling cu-
mulus clouds. The user can sketch several cloud silhouettes on different layers, from different
viewpoints. These silhouettes are used to generate the 3D mesh of the cloud volume, whose
silhouettes match the user strokes.
Waterfall Videos. In a more peripheral work about video sequences of waterfalls, Bhat et
al. [BSHK04] let a user sketch over a frame to indicate waterfall flows. The animated sequences
of the flow are extracted from the video and waterfall videos are generated using new user
strokes to guide their shape.
Artistic Brushing Techniques. Because our work seeks to make user interaction more
intuitive, it is interesting to enrich here our literature review with artist-oriented non-procedural
editing techniques.
Vignette [KIZD12] is an interactive system for creating pen-and-ink illustrations. This
sketching system is designed to offer artists an effective way to create 2D paintings, paying par-
ticular attention not to “break the creative flow”. Indeed they offer three original and intuitive
texture synthesis techniques. The brush duplicates an element along a curve. The continuous
hatching tool fills a region with a particular pattern, driven by a vector field. Finally, flood fill
fills an area by randomly placing items in the area and optimizing their positions. With these
three methods, artists are able to achieve very intuitively fillings and repetitions (Figure 2.13).
Similarly, DecoBrush [LBW∗14] enables the synthesis of an example image, chosen in an
ornament library, along a stroke drawn by an artist. The method supports complex repetition
and branching configurations and can be used to create structured decorative patterns.
Sun et al. [SZZ∗13] present Texture Brush, an interactive method for painting textures on
3D objects. The user draws a stroke on a 3D model, which is used to parameterize smooth
texture coordinates used to texture the object.
Milliez et al. [MNB∗14] present hierarchical motion brushes. The user first draws a set of
motion brushes (i.e., several frames of a painting animation), and defines their hierarchy. Then,
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Figure 2.14: Interactive modeling of a building grammar. With an approach similar to clas-
sical 3D modeling software, the user can interactively set grammar rules during an editing
process [LWW08].
the user simply draws a stroke to create complex animations, such as a rain drop first deformed
during its fall and then transformed into several animated splashes.
Commercial softwares, such as Adobe Illustrator and Adobe Photoshop, provide several
“pattern brushes” to create vectorial sceneries. The user draws a stroke along which a distri-
bution of elements is generated, using user-defined settings. However, the proposed probability
distributions are simple and offer few controls. In Chapter 6, we present a method relying on
real time example-based synthesis to paint elements in virtual worlds.
2.3.2 Interactive Procedural Modeling
In this section we review diverse non-sketch-based interactive methods for more intuitively con-
trolling procedural modeling of virtual worlds.
To better control the final shape of a proceduraly generated city, Kelly and McCabe [KM07]
offer a tool in which the main roads and the outline of the city are directly edited, and the
algorithm generates secondary roads and buildings with an L-system. Chen et al. [CEW∗08]
enable the creation of a city by interactively defining a vector field, imposing the direction of
the streets in the generation process. Aliaga et al. [ABVA08] present an interactive system for
reconfiguring urban layouts, and a little later, Vanegas et al. [VABW09] present an interactive
system to design urban spaces using geometrical and behavioral modeling. In their method,
the artist paints several maps, such as residential density, to control the growth of a city. Lipp
et al. [LSWW11] propose an interactive system to edit a city layout, where a user can copy,
cut, paste, translate, or rotate roads and parcels, while the system automatically ensures scene
consistency.
The generation of buildings using shape grammars [MWH∗06] requires a strong knowledge
of the process, which often limits its use to experienced programmers. Lipp et al. [LWW08]
offer an interactive editing method with the goal of being as intuitive as possible. With this
technique, the artist is able to directly edit the shape grammar similarly to conventional 3D
modeling tools (Figure 2.14).
Beneš et al. [BAŠ09] propose an interface to control vegetation growth while relying on
biological-based simulation. The user defines plant parameters, initial plant positions, and
obstacles. Then, plant growth is simulated using a spatial colonization algorithm. Resulting
plants are adapted to their neighborhood and external constraints.
Smith et al. [SWM11] present an iterative level editor for a 2D video game, which combines
user control and procedural generation. After the user has placed constraints in the 2D level,
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Figure 2.15: Image deformation using the seamcarving approach [AS07]. Left: Two cuts are
computed on the original image, depending on its corresponding energy maps (middle). Right:
The image is horizontally enlarged using several cuts and pixel duplication steps, and vertically
shrunk. The result image (top) is less deformed than with a classical uniform scaling (bottom).
the algorithm seeks to fill the rest of the level while respecting the fact that the level must be
“playable”, i.e., that there is a solution for a player to actually complete the level.
Beneš et al. [BŠMM11] generalize the concept of environment by spatially dividing a pro-
cedural model into several sub-models, called guides. The guides can communicate with each
other by exchanging parameters, and can be interactively deformed. For instance, a procedural
tree can be divided into smaller procedural branches that inter-communicate during the growth
process.
2.3.3 Deformation
In Chapter 6, we present a technique enabling deformations of distributions and structures.
Thus, we review in this section several approaches for deforming images, meshes, and structures.
Igarashi et al. [IMH05] apply the principle of as-rigid-as-possible to manipulate and distort
2D objects. After creating a mesh with a Delaunay triangulation, they apply the deformation
and calculate the resulting mesh by performing two minimizations on two energy functions:
vertex positions and triangle scales. Thus solving a linear system, they deform intuitively
polygonal objects.
Avidan et al. [AS07] introduce seamcarving, a method for resizing images, that preserves
important parts of the image during its deformation. This process uses an energy function and
computes several paths traversing it, that define where the image could be cut while incurring
less objectionable artifacts (Figure 2.15). This method has also been adapted to mesh deforma-
tion [DK14]. Dong et al. [DZPZ09] present an enhanced version of image seamcarving relying
on grid deformation to preserve image structures. Kraevoy et al. [KSSCO08] present a similar
technique applied to meshes, where they compute a volumetric grid of vulnerabilities and resize
the mesh while minimizing their deformation.
Bokeloh et al. [BWKS11] present a pattern-based deformation of structured meshes, where
they analyze an input mesh and find symmetries and repetitions. Then they can deform it while
the system ensures the mesh structure’s consistency. This structure analysis approach is then
extended with a new algebraic model [BWSK12] that enables the edition of complex structured
meshes, such as chairs, stairs, or castles.
Milliez et al. [MWCS13] address structure deformation comprising multiple constrained
interrelated objects, for instance a wall of a castle that would consist of walls and towers. Their
technique can transform, compress, stretch, mix, or separate elements effectively. Their solution
is based on energy minimization of a system with multiple equilibrium states, that are weighted
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when changing from one state to another. One state represents one geometric shape of an
object, for example, a piece of wall can be a wall, a larger wall, a smaller wall, a round tower,
and a square tower.
2.3.4 Conclusion on Interactive Modeling
Methods combining interactive controls and procedural generation are promising ways to model
virtual worlds. However, finding good controls for complex procedural models is not a trivial
task. All the presented methods make a trade-off between manual control and automatic gen-
eration, which depends of the nature of the task and of the target audience. Sketch-based
interfaces are some of the easiest to use due to their paint-like nature, and they are still capa-
ble to provide fine controls. Intelligent deformation techniques are also an important part of
interactive editing, where the user may want to deform a scene and adapt it to new constraints
while preserving its visual properties.
2.4 Conclusion
The field of virtual world modeling comprises a large number of different approaches, particularly
with procedural methods moving more and more towards user-centered approaches to provide
powerful yet intuitive algorithms. No work has been done on the issues of generating villages,
so we begin our contributions with this particular case in Chapter 3. Then, we move to the
field of interactive procedural modeling in the specific case of waterfall sceneries in Chapter 4,
an interesting example where the user would like to master design without having to take care
of all constraints to be met for realism. We then study sketch-based interaction in the case of
terrains (Chapter 5), where the user would like to control silhouettes from a given viewpoint
without having to take care of all details making a terrain plausible. Finally, we go further in
the interactive editing and delve in the domain of arrangement synthesis in Chapter 6, where
we present a method for painting virtual worlds based on example-based synthesis.
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illages are a vital part of the human habitat, especially in regions with an-
cient settlements. However, although procedural modeling of cities has attracted
a lot of attention for the past decade, populating arbitrary landscapes with non-
urban settlements such as villages remains an open problem. Indeed, as presented
in Chapter 2, the modeling of human settlements has been restricted, up to now, to the
generation of large cities, where building blocks are used to populate regular street networks
[PM01, KM07, CEW∗08, AVB08, VGDA∗12]. Adaptation to rough terrains has been scarcely
studied, and no previous work was conducted, to our knowledge, on the generation of villages.
Contrary to the large cities usually studied in computer graphics, most human settlements
did not result from some pre-defined land-use plan, but from people progressively settling in
safe, well-serviced, sunny or convenient locations for farming or fishing. Meanwhile, the road
network progressively grew and in turn attracted new settlers [Bar99]. The result of such pro-
gressive settlement can still be observed in many regions over the world. For instance, it is the
cause of the unique look of typical highland hamlets in the European Alps or of ancient villages
on the banks of the Mediterranean Sea. Generating scattered settlements is a challenging prob-
lem that requires stepping away from the standard modeling paradigm used for cities such as
such as the one from Parish and Müller [PM01]. In addition, modeling villages on mountanous
terrains requires generating complex land parcels, driven by both winding roads and terrain
slopes, and houses with irregular door and window positions.
Figure 3.1: Example of the kind of settlement that we would like to capture: a fortified village
constructed on a cliff.
In this chapter, we present our method for generating villages on arbitrary terrains. More
precisely, our goal is to propose a new method for generating small, European-like villages,
where people took benefit of terrain features to progressively settle in safe, sunny or simply
convenient places (Figure 3.1). Our method generates all the elements defining a village, from
the road network to the individual parcels of land, and to 3D houses adapted to the local slopes.
Our main contributions are as follows:
• we propose a coupled settlement and road generation process that progressively creates
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(a) input (b) skeleton (c) parcels (d) geometry
Figure 3.2: Overview of our method: given an input terrain (a), we first generate the skeleton
of the village (roads and settlement seeds) (b), then add parcels to the village layout (c), and
finally we generate 3D geometry for houses (d).
a village layout on arbitrary terrain based on a growth scenario and on dynamic interest
maps (Section 3.2);
• we introduce an anisotropic conquest process that creates plausible individual parcels of
land (Section 3.3);
• we present an open shape grammar able to adapt the geometry of houses to the local
terrain slopes (Section 3.4).
3.1 Overview
Definitions. In this work, we call village any non-urban, sparse settlement, for instance a
group of terraced houses around a church, some remote hamlets, and a few isolated farms
between them. We define the region of interest on which the village is to be created as a
compact region Ω ∈ R2. Ω is supposed to be connected to the outside world through a set of
connection points Ψ, located at the edges of Ω, and that will serve as extremities for the future
road network. The nature of the environment is pre-defined using functions over Ω. The terrain
is represented as a heightfield, with vegetation and water maps. The functions h(p), w(p), and
v(p) respectively denote the elevation, the water height, and the vegetation density at a given
point p.
To enable the creation of various villages on the same terrain, we use a village type V (e.g.,
high-land settlement, defensive village, fisherman village). Each village has specific parameters
that change the way they grow. The village growth follows a growth scenario, an ordered list of
village types V and building types B to create over time. For instance, a village initially created
as a farming village can become a fortified village, and then come back to a farming village. The
generation process will alternatively generate settlement seeds Bi – marking the future locations
of buildings, and of the roads Rj that serve them. We call village skeleton S = ({Bi}, {Rj})
the result of this step. A settlement seed is defined as Bi = (B, p), where B is the building type
(e.g., castle, church, terraced house, farm), and p ∈ Ω is a position. A road Rj is defined by a
set of node positions {pk} controlling its central curve. During the generation process, we call
building encyclopedia a function that returns, for each pair (V,B), the set of parameters used
to seed a building.
The village layout we need to compute is not only composed of the village skeleton, but also
includes a tessellation of Ω into individual land parcels Pi and the associated building footprints.
We call Fi the footprint of building Bi, defined as a subpart of Pi. This footprint will serve as
foundation for the geometry of the building.
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Our algorithm for generating villages on arbitrary terrains is summarized in Figure 3.2.
Given Ω, a few environment maps, and a user-defined growth scenario, we first grow the village
skeleton, then generate land parcels and building footprints to get the village layout, and finally
create 3D geometry. These three steps are detailed in Sections 3.2 to 3.4.
3.2 Growth of a Village Skeleton
The main idea that drives the entire generation process came from an attempt to answer the
question : "Is there a building because a road existed, or is there a road because of the building
presence ?". We believe that the answer to that question is : both cases do occur.
Indeed, when a new building is created in a place far from a road, a road needs to be created
so the new building can be reached. Because of the traffic generated by the new road, or because
a new place is now accessible, more buildings may be constructed around the first building or
along the road.
As a consequence, we cannot generate a road network and then populate it with buildings,
as it is done for the procedural generation of classical cities, and we cannot generate buildings
and then try to connect them with a set of roads, because the building creation needs to be
influenced by the road presence.
Coupled generation of buildings and roads. Our generation algorithm consequently al-
ternates between building and road generation steps (Figure 3.3). The buildings are generated
using a particle-based method for distributing buildings seeds on the terrain while considering
environmental constraints and interest functions depending on the building type. This approach
allows for dynamic update of interest regions, for instance when new roads are created.
Figure 3.3: Algorithm for the village skeleton growth.
In the remaining of this section, we detail the growth scenario (Section 3.2.1) and the interest
maps (Section 3.2.2), and how we use them to generate building seeds (Section 3.2.3) and the
road network (Section 3.2.4) that form the village skeleton.
3.2.1 Growth Scenario
The growth scenario allows the user to control the evolution of a village by defining a list of
temporal events that can either be a change of village type or the seeding of several buildings
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of a given type.
Generation of building lots. A vast majority of events in the growth scenario concern the
creation of n building seeds of a given type B. During the execution of the scenario, the creation
of a new building seed is immediately followed by its connection to the road network.
Change of village type. To enable the creation of various villages on the same terrain, we
use a village type V (e.g., high-land settlement, defensive village, fisherman village). Indeed,
the village type V sets some of the parameters used for seeding buildings, and thus affects the
way the village will grow.
Moreover, it is also possible to model a change of environment or a change of population
needs over time by changing the village type. For instance, we can start the village generation
during a peaceful period, and generate a few sparse farms. Then, we can simulate a war by
choosing a defensive village type, and the next houses will be generated in clusters in a safe place,
such as at the top of a hill. Then we can change again the village type back to a prosperous
farming period and continue the village growth (Figure 3.4).
Change village type farming village
Generate building 1 church
Generate building 10 farms
Change village type defensive village
Generate building 5 houses
Generate building 1 farm
Generate building 1 castle
Generate building 10 houses
Generate building 2 farms
Generate building 5 houses
Generate building 1 farm
Change village type farming village
Generate building 10 houses
Generate building 20 farms
Figure 3.4: Growth scenario example for the fortified village of Figure 3.19.
3.2.2 Dynamic Interest Maps
In our approach, we make the assumption that humans create buildings in interesting locations
that respect the buildings constraints. Our seeding algorithm (Section 3.2.3) aims to find the
best location p for a building of type B and a village type V.
The location interest is evaluated by combining, with coefficients depending on the village
and building types, n independent functions fi(p,V,B) ∈ [−1, 1] representing different interest
criteria. A negative value is given if the location is undesirable (−1 if impossible), while a
positive value indicates a favorable evaluation of the criteria at p. The combination is controlled
by the building encyclopedia, where a set of n weighing factors {wi(V,B)} is pre-defined for
each couple (V,B). This method is general: it can combine a variety of criteria according to
the desired results.
The interest of a location p for a building type B of a village type V is then given by:
I(p,B,V)
{
0 if ∃i such that fi(p,V,B) = −1
max(0,
∑
wi(V,B)fi(p,V,B)) otherwise.
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Figure 3.5: Visualization of interest maps for village type (V = fortified) and building type (B =
house). Current village, current village skeleton, geographical domination, slopes, accessibility,
sociability, fortification, and worship.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.6: Functions used to compute interests. Attraction-repulsion function (sociability and
worship) (a), balance function (roads and slope) (b), close distance function (water) (c), open
distance function (fortifications) (d).
We present in Figure 3.6 four different templates that are used to evaluate the interest functions
described later in this section. Those functions, given the shape parameters λmin, λ0, and λmax,
return a value ∈ [−1, 1] depending on the distance to an object type. Parameters λmin, λ0, and
λmax are provided by the encyclopedia depending on the building and village types. It is their
value variations, as well as the interest weights, that allow for the creation of various village
types.
Some interest functions, stored as static 2D maps, are pre-computed before the village
generation starts. Others, such as sociability and accessibility, are dynamically updated when
a new building (resp. road) is created. The values of these interest functions can be displayed
on the ground using a colormap-based visualization, as shown in Figure 3.5.
Sociability. This criterion measures the interest of buildings to be clustered. Since being too
close to a neighbor is generally less attractive than being at a short distance, we thus use a sum
of attraction-repulsion functions fatt(d), where d is the distance between B and the surrounding
buildings. Parameters λmin, λ0, and λmax are pre-defined for each couple of building types, and
stored in the building encyclopedia. This enables us to set distinct preferred distance values
between terraced houses and between farms.
Worship. This function models the attraction of houses to religious elements, such as temples,
churches, statues, or monasteries. These elements, often at the very center of villages, are those
around which houses were initially constructed. We use the same kind of attraction function
than for sociability, but computed only for the surrounding buildings of religious type.
Accessibility. This function expresses both that a building close to an existing road is easier
to reach, and that settlers usually prefer to create their houses in a well-serviced place. We
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use an asymmetric bell-shaped function (Figure 3.6) of the distance d to the closest road.
Parameters λ0 (preferred distance to a road) and λmin, λmax (defining the interval outside
which construction is prohibited), depend on the building type.
Slope. We use a bell-shaped function depending on building type to express preference to a
given slope value, and to prohibit construction outside of a given slope range. This can be used
to attract corn farms to flat areas and vineyards to hills.
Water. Being able to attract houses to the seashore, a lake, or a river is important. We use
a close-distance function (Figure 3.6), a decreasing function of distance to the nearest water
body. Minimum and maximum distances, λmin and λmax, depend on the building type.
Fortification. During wartime, constructing within a fortification or close enough to a castle,
is important for houses. This interest is computed using an open-distance function (Figure 3.6)
(with λmin = 0), a decreasing function of the shortest distance to the nearest fortified enclosure.
fopen is equal to 1 inside fortifications.
Geographical domination. Either an indicator of social superiority or as necessity for de-
fense, being at a higher spot than surrounding buildings is an important factor. Churches and
monasteries are often built in overlooking places, so that they can be seen from afar. The
importance of height decreases with the distance to the point of interest. We use the following
function:
f(x) =
∑
p,‖x−p‖<r
h(x)− h(p)
1 + ‖x− p‖2
.
p denotes sample points on the terrain, ‖x−p‖ the Euclidean distance between p and x, r the
influence radius, and h(p) the height of the terrain at p.
3.2.3 Aggregation-based Building Seeding
The way human settlements spread over a terrain is somewhat similar to the growth of natural
plant species. Our approach resembles the "Open Diffuse Limited Aggregation" model presented
by Desbenoit et al. [DGA] and adapts it in several original ways. Instead of moving particles
over the land randomly to set the location of a new building, we rely on a stochastic positioning
process followed by a local interest-based aggregation.
Seeding algorithm. The seeding algorithm (Algorithm 1) works as follows. A position p for
building B to be positioned is randomly selected, and the conditions for constructing at p are
checked (for instance, a farm cannot be built in the middle of a lake). If construction is possible,
we compute a local interest value I(p,B,V) that measures the advantage for the building to
be at its current location. The parameters of the interest function, extracted from the building
encyclopedia, depend on the village and building types. Then, we perform a random choice,
called the aggregation test, for deciding whether position p should be kept or not for B, with
a probability of success depending on I(p,B,V). In case of failure, we randomly select a new
position and iterate the process until a good position is found. When the building is constructed,
we immediately create a road to connect it to the road network. Consequently, the next building
seeding step will take this new building and this new road into account.
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Algorithm 1 Aggregation-based building seeding algorithm.
repeat
p← random location //stochastic sampling on the terrain
p← I(p,B,V) //evaluate the position interest
r ← uniform probability in [0, 1] //sampling value for the aggregation test
until r < p
S ← B(p,B,V) //add the building to the skeleton
S ← connectRoadToBuilding(B) //generate a road to connect the building
3.2.4 Connection to the Road Network
As stated in the seeding algorithm (Algorithm 1), we connect each new building to the road
network just after its construction. To do so, we propose an extended version of the road
generation method introduced by Galin et al. [GPMG10]. We present in this section the original
algorithm, and then describe our contributions related to road network generation.
Original algorithm. The road generation algorithm [GPMG10] relies on a shortest path
algorithm, of type A∗. Given a start and an end point, the algorithm finds a path on the terrain
that minimizes a given cost function. The construction cost of a road R is a weighted sum of
different cost functions gi:
C(R) =
m
∑
j=0
wjgj(R).
The algorithm uses several cost functions, such as a distance cost to favor shorter paths, but
also a slope cost to prevent the road to climb a too steep area, a water or vegetation cost to
prevent the road to cross difficult areas (Figure 3.7).
We use this algorithm to connect every new building B to Ψ, the set of pre-defined con-
nections to the outside world. In addition to slope, curvature, and water costs, we use another
function g expressing the cost for a road segment of crossing an existing building. This cost is
set to a large constant to prevent collisions.
First we improve the previous algorithm to enable road re-use, then we force the construction
of road cycles to prevent the apparition of a tree-like road network, which would not be plausible.
Road re-use. To prevent the method from generating fully ramified road networks, we note
that, as in real life, the lower-cost connection to the existing network should be looked for. This
is modeled by introducing a new re-use weight wex ≪ 1, used to reduce the cost of the path
when using existing road segments:
C′(R) =
{
wexC(R) if R belongs to a road
C(R) otherwise.
This way, a new segment is correctly connected to the network, as illustrated in Figure 3.8.
Because our road construction method has a re-use strategy, connecting B to Ψ will often result
in the creation of a road trying to connect to the nearest existing road.
Road cycles. Real road networks often include cycles, providing shortcuts. We thus add a
cycle construction step (Figure 3.8). Once a first road to a new building is computed, we try
to extend it by looking for the closest road node p in a cone of angle θ from B, centered on the
current road direction. We then generate a road between B and p. This road is created, leading
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Figure 3.7: Procedural road generation with different weight parameters [GPMG10]. Left:
distance and slope costs only. Right: taking water into account.
Figure 3.8: Creating new roads. From left to right: without and with road re-use, with road
cycle generation.
to a new cycle, whenever it is not too close to the other road serving B (the latter may occur
due to slope constraints forcing roads to go around obstacles).
3.3 Land Parcel Generation
Computing a village skeleton (road trajectories and building seeds) is not sufficient for generating
the layout of a village: we also need to tessellate the terrain into individual parcels of land,
where houses, gardens, or fields will be defined.
In classical procedural city modeling techniques, parcels are computed by subdividing street
cycles into building lots. Recently, Vanegas et al. [VKW∗12] proposed a new approach for
generating building lots, which solves the problem of complex corner situations. However,
because we generate a sparse settlement, we often do not have a cycle to subdivide, but a set
of building seeds near village roads.
A first approach, investigated by Glass et al. [GMB06], is to rely on Voronoi diagrams to
define a parcel of land around each building seed. This approach leads to mostly isotropic
parcels that lack structure and are not aligned with roads.
After carefully analyzing the layout of parcels in real villages, we observed that most parcels
have one side neighboring a road and two sides perpendicular to it, the shape of the last side
being driven by other constraints such as the presence of neighbors or large changes in terrain
slopes. Therefore, we rely on a three-step, anisotropic land conquest method to define adapted
land parcels (Figure 3.9). First seeds conquer their road territory (Section 3.3.1). Then, they
expand from the road using anisotropic conquest (Section 3.3.2). Last, the resulting parcel is
simplified to avoid sharp angles (Section 3.3.3).
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Figure 3.9: Land parcel generation algorithm. From left to right, top to bottom: village skeleton,
road conquest, corner conquest, region conquest, parcel simplification, and building generation.
Figure 3.10: Without (left) and with (right) a corner conquest pass.
3.3.1 Road Conquest
Since each building seed is served by roads, we first define the part of the roads belonging to
each parcel (Figure 3.9). Let source point Si of parcel Pi be the projection of Bi on the closest
road. We perform the road conquest by propagating Pi on both sides of Si along the road, until
collision with a neighboring parcel or until a maximum distance from Si is reached.
3.3.2 Corner Conquest
When two buildings are at the same distance from a junction, road conquest leads to a collision
at the angle, resulting into unplausible land parcels with sharp angles. Figure 3.10 illustrates
the difference between our parcel algorithm with and without corner conquest.
Observing from real layouts that land at a corner between two roads generally belongs to a
single lot, we use a corner conquest pass to resolve these conflicts: we allow parcel Pi arrived
first at a junction to annex its neighborhood.
Note that building seeds that lose access to roads are suppressed.
3.3.3 Anisotropic Land Conquest
Once a building seed owns its parts of the roads, its land parcel is grown using grid-based
propagation. Each road cell belonging to Pi is marked in the grid as a source Si, and each
of these sources is associated a fund cmax. Then the sources are iteratively spread out. The
process stops when the total cost of conquest from Si reaches cmax.
In general, land parcels are orthogonal to the road, with a shape depending on other con-
straints such as slopes. We thus use an anisotropic function to model the spreading cost. The
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Figure 3.11: Left: layout of a real village with land parcels. Right: terrain isolines from an IGN
map. We can observe parcel shapes (left figure) that depend on slope directions (right figure).
cost dcs for conquering an unoccupied cell ds is set to:
dcs(ds, n) =
n−1
∑
i=0
ωi ci(ds, n)
where ci are independent cost functions modelling external constraints, all depending on the
conquest direction n, defined as the normal to the road at the source. The weights ωi, set
through the building encyclopedia, depend on the village and building types (V,B). They
enable us to ensure, for instance, that a castle or a farm will get more land than a terraced
house. We present below several useful cost functions.
Conquest cost. This cost is set to the distance from the current cell to source S. We use the
infinite distance d(p, n, t) = |max(p · n, p · t) | to get almost quadrilateral parcels for them.
Water, wall, and road costs. The conquest cost for water, wall, or road cells is +∞. This
allows us to constrain the parcel shape with the road curvature, and to prevent the parcel to
cross a wall or water bodies.
Slope cost. As observed in real village layouts (Figure 3.11), the shape of land parcels (es-
pecially those with fields) is sensible to local slopes, almost enabling to guess the main terrain
features from them. We model this using an anisotropic cost function, for which spreading
in the main slope direction is difficult. Slope cost is computed as a quadratic function of the
directional gradient of the terrain height, to reduce the influence of small slope variations and
increase those of larger ones.
3.3.4 Parcel Simplification
Once the grid cells belonging to Pi are computed, we extract a polyline representing its contour.
Meanwhile, the shape of Pi is simplified to account for the fact that even in small villages, parcel
boundaries mainly consist of straight lines. This simplification is done in two steps, inspired
from mesh simplification methods.
First, we remove vertices that have little influence on the contour shape. Let e0 = (p0, p1)
and e1 = (p1, p2) denote two edges. If angle ∠(n0, n1), where n0 = p1 − p0 and n1 = p2 − p1,
is smaller than a constant threshold ǫ we replace the two edges by e2 = (p0, p2). In the second
step, we remove unplausible acute angles that appear at some T-vertices of the parcel boundary
mesh (Figure 3.9).
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3.3.5 Building Footprint Computation
Because it is the most frequently observed shape for buildings (Figure 3.16), we decided to illus-
trate our method with only quadrilateral footprints. Note that the building footprint algorithm
should depend on the building type; however we did not implement it in our prototype.
We initialize a quad in each parcel, at the closest position to the road, and oriented according
to the closest normal to the road. The quad grows until it either reaches the maximal size for
its building type, or collides with the contour of the parcel. If one of the segments is close to
the contour, its vertices are projected onto it, enabling the generation of terraced houses when
several neighboring houses use this strategy.
3.4 Geometry Generation
The final step of our method is the creation of the 3D geometry of the village, including roads,
buildings, and vegetation. While existing methods, such as from Galin et al. [GPMG10], can
be used to generate accurate road geometry, existing methods for generating houses from their
footprints [KW11] need to be extended to allow the generation of plausible houses on hilly
terrains.
Indeed, we can observe in Figure 3.12 that often in small mountain villages, windows and
doors have unusual shapes, and façades have complex layouts so as to conform to architectural
constraints such as non-collision with the ground, alignment with floors whenever possible, and
guaranteeing at least a door and a window per room.
Figure 3.12: Some examples where the architecture of a house has been adapted to the slopes
of the underlying terrain.
In this section, we introduce the concept of Open Shape Grammar to adapt geometry gen-
eration to such constraints (Section 3.4.1). Then we detail the rules used in our prototype to
model doors and windows (Section 3.4.2).
3.4.1 Open Shape Grammar
Shape grammars [MWH∗06] are already capable of taking into account internal constraints
such as the collision between a window and a wall, to prevent its construction. We extend the
construction constraints by enabling on-the-flight adaptation of newly created façade elements
so that various plausibility constraints are met. In our work, this process is implemented for
doors, windows, and stairs.
We define an Open Shape Grammar as a shape grammar where the application of a selected
rule depends on external constraints. For instance, a rule can be canceled if some external
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constraints are not met, such as non-collision with the ground or with other buildings. Open
Shape Grammar rules also incorporate adaptation mechanisms: each rule selection yields a
series of attempts to create the output shape according to constraints due to the environment.
The element is created (and then the rule outputs success) as soon as a valid configuration is
found. The application of the rule is canceled (and it outputs failure) if a maximum number of
attempts is reached, and all have failed.
Algorithm 2 details a simplified example of such rules. λ contains an ordered list of param-
eters for the creation of object B(λ), and C is the fail case.
Algorithm 2 Example of Open Shape Grammar rule.
A → while(∃λ ∈ Λ) try B(λ) else C
B(λ) → if (external constraints of λ are respected)
create B(λ)
throw success
else
throw failure
C → ...
In practice, we use that principle to generate windows and doors that are adapted to the
terrain constraints. To do so, we introduce position and shape adaptation rules, described
below.
3.4.2 Geometry Generation Algorithm
The geometry of a building is generated from the building footprint using a standard method [MWH∗06]:
first we generate the floors and the roof, then we add façade elements, such as doors and win-
dows. The latter is done using an open shape grammar, with the two kinds of adaptations
detailed below.
Position adaptation. Each element is first positioned at the most plausible location: aligned
with a floor and centered on the wall for a window; centered horizontally on the first floor for
a door. Next, we move the element on the wall surface with a displacement cost kernel K until
the element has a valid position (Figure 3.13). The kernel enables us to set preferences on the
correction direction, such as favoring horizontal displacements over vertical ones.
Let p be the position of the element on the surface and c(p) its cost. If the position is not
valid, the unexplored neighborhood of the current position p is added to a priority queue with
a cost equal to K(dx, dy) + c(p). The position of lower cost is evaluated next. The creation
of the element is canceled after a user-defined number of failed tests. Figure 3.13 depicts the
priority map for a window. In our example, we use a cost to favor horizontal displacement over
vertical and diagonal ones, to match our observations (Figure 3.12).
Shape adaptation. The second level of adaptation is to change the geometry of the façade
element that we try to create (Figure 3.14). The candidate shapes are stored in a pre-defined
priority queue, depending on the building type. To position an object, we initialize its shape
to the top of the priority queue. If all positioning attempts fail, the shape is changed and the
process starts again. If no shape is appropriate, the object is not built.
In our prototype, we generate windows following Algorithm 3. The position adaptation rule
was also used for the door generation, as the Figure 3.17 shows.
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Figure 3.13: Adaptation of window location: collision, priority map, result, displacement cost
kernel.
Figure 3.14: Shape adaptation using an Open Shape Grammar. For each window type we test
for position (here, with only horizontal moves and a minimum distance between windows), and
change shape if construction is impossible.
Algorithm 3 Open Shape Grammar rules for windows.
WindowFacade → while (∃ s in S)
while (∃ p in P )
try (Window(p, s))
Wall
Window (p, s) → if (doNotCollideWithGround (p, s))
...
throw success
else
throw failure
Wall → ...
3.5 Results
Our village modeling system is coded in C++. Renderings were performed off-line. In this
section, we present the results of our procedural method for generating villages.
Example of village growth. The main contribution of our algorithm is the coupled genera-
tion of buildings and roads to produce a village skeleton. We detail in Figure 3.15 the evolution
of a village and of some of its interest maps to illustrate our method.
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Left: initial terrain. Right: geological domination interest.
Left: church creation (looking for geological domination) and first road creation. Right: updated
accessibility interest.
Left: worship interest. Right: creation of several houses along the existing road (accessibility
interest), and near to the church (worship interest).
Left: sociability interest. Right: creation of several houses, attracted by the existing houses
(sociability interest), the road, and the church.
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Left: updated sociability interest, after the generation of new houses. Right: generation of
villas, looking for isolated places (sociability interest with a high repulsion).
Left: updated accessibility interest. Right: updated sociability interest.
Left: generating more houses, attracted by the new roads and villas. Right: generating more
houses, some of them creating new roads.
Generating several farms, looking for flat areas.
Figure 3.15: Example of village growth.
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Parcel generation. To validate our parcel generation method, we compared the shapes of
parcels we created with those of real village layouts, with similar building distributions and
road networks. One of our results is depicted in Figure 3.16. Parcels have similar shapes and
the mean number of neighbors (2.873 with our model, 2.812 in the real data) and of contour
edges (4.29 with our model, 4.068 in the real data) are similar.
Figure 3.16: Comparison of real versus generated land parcels on terrains with similar roads and
building distributions. From left to Right: real village parcels, Voronoi cells, parcels generated
by our method.
Geometry generation. Our method for building generation with an Open Shape Grammar
allows us to create houses on steep slopes while avoiding collisions of doors and windows with
the ground. Note in Figure 3.17 the changes of position and shape of these elements.
Figure 3.17: Example of houses created by our system using Open Shape Grammars.
Influence of parameters. Figure 3.18 shows the influence of parameters during seeding.
Distance to sea was the main criterion for the creation of the first village, whereas the second
was seeking for domination.
Figure 3.18: The left image shows a fisherman village, favoring distance to the sea; the right
image shows a defensive village, favoring geographical domination.
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Figure 3.19: Fortified village at the top of a cliff, using a wartime growth scenario followed by
farming style settlement.
Performance. Table 3.1 gives the time spent in each phase of the generation process. The
skeleton generation timings are due to the high rejection rate of the aggregation test for posi-
tioning each building. We accelerated slightly this step by generating several buildings at once
near a good location, when found. Moreover, our naive stochastic sampling could be improved
by a better seeding algorithm, for instance, by moving a building seed using the interest gradient
to reach a local maximum, and generating a new location only if the local maximum fails the
aggregation test.
Land parcel generation is the most compute-intensive part of our algorithm, due to the size
of the grid used to perform the spreading (we used a 4096×4096 grid). Note that depending on
the desired output (with or without individual gardens around houses), this step can be skipped.
Fig. Skeleton Parcels Geometry
3.18 4 : 00 7 : 00 0 : 20
3.20 5 : 00 11 : 00 0 : 30
3.19 7 : 00 13 : 00 0 : 30
Table 3.1: Computation time (in minutes) for generating the villages shown in Figures 3.19, 3.20,
and 3.18.
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Figure 3.20: A real (top left) and a procedurally generated highland hamlet (top right, and
bottom).
Village diversity. Figures 3.19, 3.20, and 3.21 show different kinds of villages generated by
our method. Figure 3.19 shows a fortified village at the top of a cliff where the main criteria were
geographical domination and protection by fortifications. Figure 3.20 shows mountain villages,
for which geographical domination was the main factor influencing seeding. Figure 3.21 shows a
fisherman village, where houses look for flat regions near to the sea. These results demonstrate
the effectiveness of our approach for generating settlements that conform to European layout
styles. We believe that non-European village types could be created as well by modifying and
tuning the growth scenario and cost functions.
Limitations. The main limitation of our method is the number of user-defined parameters,
currently 150 per village type. Fortunately, these parameters, stored in the building encyclope-
dia, can be re-used to create a large variety of villages, depending on the terrain and on easily
specified growth scenarios typically created in 2 minutes. Displaying the interest values on the
terrain helps users understand and parameterize the method, although their design goals may
still be reached after a long series of trials and errors, as in every procedural generation method.
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Figure 3.21: Fisherman village.
3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented an original method for generating scattered settlements on arbi-
trary terrains, enabling villages and hamlets, with the associated roads, forests, and fields to be
built on arbitrary landscapes. We demonstrated that our method can generate different types
of villages with coherent and adapted geometry. We validated our results through comparisons
with real layouts and photos.
In the future, a more efficient seeding algorithm would greatly contribute to accelerate the
skeleton generation step. Also, while our parcel generation deals correctly with street corners
and terrain adaptation, its computation time is too long. A real-time method, inspired by recent
progress in city parcel generation [VKW∗12], still needs to be found.
This first chapter of contributions presented a method combining procedural generation with
intuitive parameters. The strength of the method is to enable the emergence of plausible villages
using a set of parameters that are easy to understand. However, despite good results, this work
made us aware of the difficulties of generating a particular result via indirect controls only. The
rest of this thesis therefore investigates interactive methods more focused on interactive editing,
providing direct controls over the generated scenes. In Chapter 4, we will study the interactive
procedural modeling of waterfall sceneries, where the user directly controls a coarse waterfall
network and the algorithm generates the associated detailed waterfall scene.
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Interactive Procedural Modeling of
Coherent Waterfall Scenes
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terfalls offer some of the most beautiful settings in nature. Despite this, no
easy-to-use method for designing waterfall scenes has been developed so far in
computer graphics. One solution consists of using physically based simulation of
fluids on top of a modified terrain [BTHB06]. Unfortunately, modeling a terrain in
order to produce specific waterfalls is an extremely daunting task. Fluid simulation depends
on slopes, collisions, riverbeds, source flux, water properties, flow speed, etc. All the work
of deforming a terrain is not warrant of the final appearance of a waterfall, as everything
follows an indirect, highly nonlinear behavior. Another potential solution consists of manually
creating a few waterfalls with standard modeling tools, using meshes and/or particles, and then
positioning them along the terrain and connecting them by streams [SDZ∗07]. In this long and
tedious process, the artist also needs to manually maintain the consistency between the terrain
and waterfalls, as well as the self-consistency of the waterfall network.
Figure 4.1: Example of the kind of waterfall sceneries that we would like to model.
In this chapter, we combine interactive editing and procedural methods to enable fast and
easy design of plausible waterfall scenes. Our solution, based on a new interactive procedural
model for flowing water networks, allows users to easily design complex waterfall scenes while
automatically enforcing the physical consistency of the results, both in terms of hydraulic flow
and of plausible embedding into the terrain. Our main contributions are as follows:
• we propose a slope-flow diagram-based classification of waterfalls (Section 4.1.1);
• we present three parametric models for designing waterfall elements (Section 4.2.1);
• we introduce a procedural method for ensuring waterfall network consistency (Section 4.2);
• we propose automatic methods for locally adapting water trajectories to the terrain and/or
the terrain to the flow (Sections 4.3 and 4.4).
All these contributions are combined in a framework allowing an artistic approach to river and
waterfall design. The resulting scene could either be used as a synthetic environment for games
or films, or as an initial setup for further refinement through physically based simulation.
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4.1 Overview
The key goal of our method is to leave coarse design of waterfall scenes in the hands of the user,
while providing automatic ways to generate plausible and detailed results.
In the real world, flow networks formed by complex waterfalls, such as the one in Figure 4.1,
include free-falls, segments where running water remains in contact with the terrain, as well as
pools. Moreover, each of these segments can be of many different types, from rivers to rapids
for the ones in contact with the terrain, and from plunges to cataracts for free-falls. Having to
manually select plausible types for each segment of a full network would be both tedious and
require specialized knowledge from the user.
Below, we propose a two-level classification for segments of waterfall networks, enabling us
to leave the choice of low-level classes to the user, while automatically computing the most
appropriate running-water types from quantitative information, such as the slope of the under-
lying terrain and the intensity of the flow. The processing pipeline that we use for modeling a
waterfall scene, based on this analysis, is presented next.
4.1.1 Two-level Classification for Running Water
Waterfall scenes are comprised of three easily identified types of elements: running-water seg-
ments that remain in contact with the terrain, free-fall segments where water is in the air, and
pools that receive water from free-falls. Our goal is to provide some coarse, intuitive control
to the user; we leave the choice of these three classes, contact, free-fall, and pool, to the user
during interactive design.
In contrast, we would like to free the user from the manual and explicit determination of the
precise aspects that each running-water segment should take, because this can be determined in
a more plausible way using an automatic procedure. After studying the existing classifications
of streams and falls, we designed a new slope-flow classification that matches our goals, as
explained next.
Running water can take on many forms, from rivers to rapids, and from plunges to cataracts.
See Figure 4.2 for an illustration of these classes. Several classifications of waterfalls are proposed
by hydrologists, geologists, and artists, in order to capture this variety:
• volume-based classifications of waterfalls [Bei06] sort waterfalls into classes by using a
logarithmic scale over the volume of water in the air at a given time. Although easy to
compute from quantitative information, this classification provides little clue on the visual
aspect of the fall. Moreover, it is restricted to free-falls, and therefore does not fully meet
our needs;
• geometric classifications, such as the one found in the Waterfall Lover’s Guides [Plu05,
DD06] or the one depicted in Figure 4.2, analyze the different types of geometries that can
be observed in nature. However, they only provide visual information. No quantitative
measurement is proposed to automatically compute the class that a running-water segment
belongs to.
In this work, we would like to classify waterfall segments from quantitative information,
while getting visual clues enabling us to generate plausible 3D representations for each segment.
We therefore decided to augment the geometric classification of Figure 4.2 with quantitative
evaluation of the classes, as in volume-based approaches. However, we need measures applicable
both to free-falls and to running water in contact with the terrain, and therefore our solution
is different.
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stream river rapid cascade horsetail
block cataract ledge plunge ribbon
Figure 4.2: Artistic drawings illustrating the different types of running water and free-falls that
can be found in nature.
By studying existing geometric classifications and looking at waterfall informations in many
real cases, we noticed that the geometric type of running water mostly depends on two important
quantitative parameters: the flow value (defined as the volume of water per second traveling
through a cross-section of the segment), and the local slope of the terrain. Intuitively, when the
flow decreases, a river becomes a stream, a cascade becomes a horsetail, and a free-fall cataract
becomes a ledge. Meanwhile, if a given water flow is running on terrains of increasing slope, a
river tends to become a rapid, and then eventually a block.
To provide a quantitative classification, we define the different classes of running-water
segments as regions in a unified slope-flow diagram. This is done as follows: we first used
real examples to find a consistent set of seed values for typical elements of each of the visual
types depicted in Figure 4.2. These representative slope and flow values are listed in the left
columns of Table 4.1. The regions associated with each class are then defined using a qualitative
Voronoi segmentation in slope-flow space. The resulting classification is depicted in Figure 4.3.
Note that the types of water flows on the left of the division in red belong to contact waterfall
segments, while those on the right belong to free-fall waterfall segments.
We also used the visual classifications serving as reference to associate visual parameters
with each type of elements in our classes, given in the columns to the right in Table 4.1. These
values will be used for generating the appropriate visual representation for each element of the
waterfall scene.
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Figure 4.3: Our classification of waterfall types.
Type Slope Flow Foam Rocks Dist. Part.
Ribbon π/2 1 0 0.3 0 0
Plunge π/2 2 1 0.4 0 0.2
Ledge π/2 5 0 0.5 0 0.5
Cataract π/2 8 1 1 1 1
Stream π/16 2 0 0.2 0 0
River π/32 5 0 0.2 0.1 0
Rapid π/16 5 0.2 0.5 0.5 0
Cascade π/8 3 0.5 1 1 0
Horsetail π/4 2 1 0 0 0
Block π/4 6 1 0 0.2 0
Table 4.1: Classification of running-water segments that may appear in a waterfall network.
The coordinates (slope, flow) give the position of the class seed in the slope-flow diagram of
Figure 4.3. Slope is an average inclination in radians, while flow is expressed in “flow units”,
which gives an informal notion of relative proportions between waterfall types. Foam, rocks,
disturbance, and particle are parameters (∈ [0, 1]) used in our procedural generation of geometry
and for rendering.
4.1.2 Processing Pipeline
In the remainder of this chapter, we define a waterfall network as a network of waterfall segments
and of pools. Waterfall segments can either be of type contact (in contact with the terrain) or
of type free-fall (in the air).
Our processing pipeline, based on the two-level classification we just defined, develops as
follows (see Figure 4.4):
1. The user starts by creating a waterfall scene, building an oriented vectorial controller
network U over an existing terrain. This is done using three vectorial controllers—contact,
free-fall, and pool—all based on Cardinal splines. Contact and pool are respectively open
and close curves interactively created using control points while free-falls are parabolas,
automatically parameterized by their start and end points. During interaction, controllers
are not constrained to be placed in contact with the terrain, since the terrain will be
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Figure 4.4: Processing pipeline used for creating waterfall scenes. The first step is the creation
by the artist of the controller network U . Then, a hydraulic graph G is generated; the width
of an arc encodes flow quantity. The waterfall network W is then generated with a subdivision
algorithm, and the waterfall types are determined. Finally, the integration meshM is generated.
It is used to deform the terrain and to generate procedural details.
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adapted later according to the user design, but the flow is constrained to go downhill
along each segment of the controller network. While the default flow intensities on each
segment of the network can be interactively tuned by the user, a consistent hydraulic
graph (G with fully consistent flow values) is automatically computed at the end of the
interactive modeling process. These first steps are detailed in Section 4.2.
2. The next step is the generation of the waterfall network W, which uses the coarse water
trajectories from the controller network and the flow information from the hydraulic graph
to define a more precise representation of the waterfall. In addition to directly using the
control curves that they defined, the user has the option of further refining the geom-
etry of the network through an automatic procedure that locally adapts running-water
trajectories to the underlying terrain. Each curve of the network is then divided into a
number of water segments, whose sub-class is determined by the slope-flow classification
from Section 4.1.1. Finally, the last geometrical parameters, such as flow width and depth,
are computed for each segment of the waterfall network (Section 4.3).
3. Lastly, the 3D representation for the waterfall network, called the integration mesh, is
generated and embedded into the scene through appropriate local deformations of the
terrain. Although they can include large changes, such as digging a canyon to allow
a stream to find its way downhill (in the extreme case where the user designed water
segments go through a mountain), constraints applied to the terrain are mainly aimed at
automatically adding all the details that make the scene plausible: this includes borders
along streams, riverbeds, and the creation of overhangs behind free-falls. Appropriate
decorative elements such as trees and rocks are generated at this stage, using the distance
to the closest riverbed and the class of the waterfall segment it belongs to. Rendering
attributes are also set from the class of each segment (Section 4.4).
Note that we chose to compute a coherent hydraulic graph G (Step 1 of the pipeline above)
based on the controller network U , i.e., from the coarse trajectories defined by the user, before
refining these trajectories into a waterfall network W. This enables us to use consistent flow
values in Step 2, while refining water trajectories. This helps us, for instance, to prevent large
rivers from being refined into a series of short twists when adapted to the terrain, although a
smaller stream would be allowed to be more winding. The fact that our algorithm interleaves
geometric computation with consistency checks, leads to more plausible results. The remainder
of this chapter details the three steps of the pipeline.
4.2 From User Input to a Coherent Hydraulic Graph
We will discuss how the user creates the controller network U (Section 4.2.1), how we generate
the associated hydraulic graph G, and how we compute its flow (Section 4.2.2).
4.2.1 Controller Network Creation
The user builds a controller network U (Figure 4.4) by creating and manipulating different
vectorial elements Vi and by interconnecting them.
We define controllers using a Cardinal spline with a controller type αi ∈ {free-fall, contact,
pool}. The splines are composed of a series of control points ∆i = {pi,k}, which can be connected
to other controller control points to create a controller network (Figure 4.4, Step 1).
Depending on αi, controllers are set differently: a controller contact is created by positioning
a series of control points p over the terrain. This controller is used to create all the elements that
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Figure 4.5: Minimum slope constraints are imposed on each curve of the controller network, to
make it consistent with the user-defined flow direction. Left: A controller network. Right: The
algorithm verifies that the minimum slope ωmin is respected between contact control points
pj,k−1 and pj,k. Since this is not the case here, pj,k is lowered. All subsequent controller points
will also respect this constraint. In this figure, the pool control points are therefore lowered.
remain in contact with the ground, such as rivers. The pool controller is a closed cardinal spline,
and is used to create pool contours. Because a controller pool is flat, the user first positions a
horizontal plane in space, and then traces a closed curve over the plane using control points.
Finally, the free-fall controller is used to create an element that loses contact with the ground.
Consequently, only a start point and an end point are positioned on the terrain, while the lower
point being typically placed inside a pool. The user associates a flow direction to free-fall and
contact curves.
During editing, point and curve magnets are used to facilitate the interactive creation of the
connections between elements, like in most classical vectorial editing tools. Moreover, the user
can insert, delete, and move control points on each curve, and cut or merge controller curves.
Projection. To facilitate the adaptation of the controller network to the underlying terrain,
users are provided with a projection tool, which can be used to project control points of the
Cardinal splines onto the terrain. If desired, they can also define an offset from the terrain’s local
height for each control point. When the projection tool is used for pools, which are constrained
to be flat, the pool level is automatically set to the average height of all projected contour
points.
Minimum Slope. For the scene to remain consistent, the system must ensure that all slopes
set to the controller network segments allow the water to flow downstream in the user-defined
direction. This is accomplished using automatic correction of the user-defined positions, during
a traversal of the controller network (see Figure 4.5): starting with the flow sources of the
network, and traversing it in a topologically sorted order, we check if each control point pj,k of
curve ∆j of each controller maintains the minimum slope ωmin with respect to its predecessor
pj,k−1. If not, point pj,k is lowered to match the constraint. For each connection, we check that
all the outgoing nodes are lower than the incoming nodes, and update their positions if needed.
Pool contour points are lowered, if necessary, according to the full set of free-fall segments
coming into the pool.
4.2.2 Hydraulic Graph Generation
The hydraulic graph G (Figure 4.4, Step 2) is an oriented graph, generated from the controller
network U , in which the flow originates from the sources and exits by the wells. It is composed
by a set of nodesNj = (βj , γj) and a set of arcs Ak = ((Ni,Nj), ηk, γk), where βj ∈ {source, well,
branch, pool} is its type, γj is the flow going through the arc or the node, and ηk ∈ {contact,
free-fall} is the arc type.
For each controller Vi we create an arc if its type αi is free-fall or contact, and create a
node if αi is pool. Nodes for sources and wells are introduced at the extremities of the graph,
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Figure 4.6: Flow in a branching. Left: Input and output directions. Right: Resulting flow
exchange, drawn as segment thicknesses.
branches are created at the intersections between controllers.
It would be time-consuming and non-intuitive in cases of failure to perform a complex
physical simulation on the flow propagation in order to deduce the entire flow properties (local
intensity, speed, etc.) everywhere along the network. We were inspired by the interactive
system of Zhu et al. [ZIH∗11], and therefore simplified our hydraulic model by considering it
as a “pipe-like” graph. This enables us to deal only, at this stage, with flow exchanges at the
nodes of the hydraulic graph. In the remainder of this section we detail how to compute these
flow exchanges using simple and intuitive functions, while providing a coherent visual aspect.
Flow Consistency. A hydraulic node should be at equilibrium, i.e., its incoming flow should
equal its outgoing flow. Expressing this at each node of the hydraulic graph leads to a system
of interconnected equations. There is generally an infinite number of solutions to this system.
Therefore, instead of using a global solver to find consistent flow values, we solve them in
succession for each node of the graph, exploring it in dependency order from sources to wells.
This enables us to take into account the user specifications for the relative strength of the input
flows, and to generate a solution that also best matches the coarse geometric trajectories, in
terms of branching angles at each node. Our method for doing so is explained next.
Separating Incoming Flow into Outgoing Branches. The flow of an outgoing arc at a
branch node Ni should depend on the angles between the inflow and outflow arcs, in order to
capture the natural course of water. For instance, we expect that most of the flow should follow
its own original direction.
Let Xj be an input arc of Ni, and uj its incoming direction (Figure 4.6). We distribute its
flow γj to each output arc Yk with a direction vk according to a normalized weight:
wjk = 1 + (uj · vk) w̄jk =
wjk
∑
k wjk
.
Thus, the outgoing flow γk for arc Yk is computed as
γk =
∑
j
γjw̄jk.
Separating the Flow out of Pools. Because the shape of a pool could be complex, dis-
tributing the flow according only to the angles between inflows and outflows would not be
realistic, while computing a full simulation would be computationally expensive and not suit-
able for an interactive system [ZIH∗11]. Instead, we simply distribute inflows equally to all the
outgoing arcs, except when we need to take into account relative flow strength pre-set by the
user for these branches.
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Figure 4.7: One step of our recursive subdivision process for waterfall network segments: the
segment formed by pi and pi+1 is subdivided at m, which is moved along perpendicular direction
u. The final position x is the point that minimizes our cost function C(x).
4.3 Waterfall Network Generation
In this section, we discuss the generation of a waterfall networkW from the controller network U ,
which contains the waterfalls coarse trajectories, and the hydraulic graph G, which contains the
flow information. The waterfall network is composed of waterfall segments Si, interconnected
by waterfall nodes Bi.
We start the construction process by subdividing the controller trajectories and locally
adapting them to the terrain (Section 4.3.1). Then, we extract from them the waterfall segments
and nodes that form the waterfall network (Section 4.3.2). We compute the type of each segment
using the classification from Section 4.1.1, and set its other parameters while taking flow and
slope into account.
4.3.1 Subdivision and Adaptation to Terrain
In order to procedurally improve the contact curves created by the user, we provide a fractal-
like subdivision based on midpoint displacement, which takes the underlying terrain model into
account (see Figure 4.7). Except for very intricate terrains, our subdivision scheme approximates
the natural trajectory of a flow running down a slope while preserving the global shape of the
user-defined curve.
Let Aj be an arc of the graph G, and Vi its corresponding controller, with ∆ the points of
the curve manually created by the user, and γ the flow going through the arc. Consider the
segment formed by two consecutive points pi and pi+1. We subdivide this segment at its middle
point m and move it along direction u, perpendicular to this segment. This creates two new
segments, V and W , represented by normalized vectors v and w. While the original midpoint
displacement method applies a random displacement to m with a maximum amplitude τ , we
instead search for x = m + λu, λ ∈ [−τ, τ ], minimizing the cost function:
C(x) = wgCg(x) + waCa(x) + wrCr(x)
where Cg(x) is the gradient cost, Ca(x) the angle cost, and Cr(x) the random cost. The values
wg, wa, and wr are weight coefficients associated to the costs.
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Gradient Cost. The gradient cost favors paths that follow the slope of the terrain, and is
defined as:
Cg(x) =
∫
V ‖g(t))‖fp(v, g(t))dt +
∫
W ‖g(t))‖fp(w, g(t))dt
‖pi+1 − pi‖
,
fp(v, g(t)) =
(
−2v ·
g(t)
‖g(t)‖
)
+ 1,
where vector g(t) is the gradient of the terrain elevation at position t. By integrating the
elevation gradient along segments V and W , and by using the scalar product between the
gradient and the segment vectors (v or w) as a penalty coefficient, the path will follow the
slope and avoid obstacles (Figure 4.7). Moreover, instead of simply using the scalar product
value as a penalty coefficient, we use function fp to penalize paths that follow the isolines (i.e.,
when the scalar product with the gradient is zero); climbing a slope is penalized even more
severely. Consequently, this cost is low when v and w are aligned in the same direction as the
slope of the terrain, and high otherwise.
Angle Cost. The angle cost prevents undesirable sharp angles that could appear between
two consecutive segments, because of their independent subdivisions. We take into account the
angles a, b, and c (in radians), created at the introduction of new point x (see Figure 4.7), as:
Ca(x) =
(
a
π
)2
+
(
b
π
)2
+
(
c
π
)2
.
Random Cost. Finally, to add fractal-like details on flat terrains, we use the random cost
Cr(x), which is negligible when the other costs are high.
The segments are recursively subdivided until their length is inferior to l. Displacement
amplitude τ and detail size l are set as:
τ = ‖u‖/2 l = γ/σ.
The minimum subdivision length l is proportional to the segment flow, where σ is a user
parameter. This enables us to get a more detailed trajectory for small flow values, enabling
streams to become more winding than rivers. In our prototype we use the following values:
σ = 1/2, wg = 1, wa = 0.1, and wr = 0.2 for all our examples.
4.3.2 Waterfall Network Construction
The waterfall network is composed of waterfall segments Si = (ui, γi, κi, δi, ǫi, ζi) where ui is the
segment vector, γi is the flow going through the segment, κi ∈ {stream, horsetail, cascade, rapid,
block, river, ribbon, plunge, ledge, cataract} is the waterfall type according to our classification
(Figure 4.3), δi is the speed of the flow, and ǫi and ζi are respectively the width and depth
of the riverbed. These segments are interconnected by waterfall nodes Bj = (µj , γj , ζj) where
µj ∈ {source, well, branch, pool} is the node type, γj the total incoming flow, and ζj the depth.
Each segment vector ui is directly extracted from the subdivided trajectories (Figure 4.4),
and its flow γi is equal to the flow of its corresponding graph arc. All consecutive segments
are connected by a branch node with only one input and one output. The other segments are
connected by the waterfall nodes Bj constructed from the hydraulic graph nodes Nk and their
associated controller Vl. The remaining parts of this section describe how the other segment
properties are computed.
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Figure 4.8: Triangular cross section of a waterfall segment, with a constant flow.
Waterfall Segment Type. For each waterfall segment Si, we know its slope si and its flow γi.
These values automatically determine the waterfall segment’s type κi by casting its coordinates
(si, γi) in the slope-flow graph of Figure 4.3. We use Voronoi cells, whose coordinates are
detailed in Table 4.1, to determine to which type the coordinates belong.
Note that if the user did not use a plausible waterfall controller, e.g., if he created a free-fall
on a flat terrain, or a contact on a very steep terrain, the waterfall segment may be outside of
the valid range of values in the slope-flow graph. In this case, the parametric model is still set
using the closest type, but the user is notified (i.e., the related segment is drawn in red). He can
then either validate the current design (even if it is not fully realistic), or select more realistic
controllers.
Waterfall Segment Properties. The final step in the generation of the waterfall network
is to compute the last properties of each segment Si, i.e., its speed δ, its riverbed width ǫ and
depth ζ, from the slope and flow information we have. We propose a resolution that leads to
satisfying results while being intuitive and fast to compute. Our hypothesis is to consider the
waterfall segment as a closed pipe, with a constant flow and a triangular cross section (Figure
4.8).
In this case, the flow is given by:
γ =
δ ǫ ζ
2
. (4.1)
Since we have one equation with three unknowns (speed δ, width ǫ, and depth ζ), and
complex inter-dependencies, a physically accurate solution should rely on strong assumptions,
which cannot be justified in our context. Instead, we decided to solve the system by providing
simple and intuitive functions to set plausible values for these variables.
We first propose to solve for the speed as a simple linear function of slope s: δ = ks, k ∈ R+.
Then, we set the depth as a function fd of the width and of the segment type as: ζ = fd(ǫ, γ).
Note that our slope constraint enforces that s > 0 everywhere a waterfall segment. We used
k = 10 in all our scenes. In our prototype we use only one profile function, fd(ǫ, γ) = 12γ.
Applying Equation 4.1, it is now possible to compute the width and to deduce the depth value.
While simple, our model efficiently provides plausible results using intuitive parameters. In
Figure 4.9, the procedural component of our modeling system correctly handles a reduction
of the input flow: when the upstream flow is manually reduced, the following free-fall flow
reduces accordingly. The subsequent nodes in the graph are then affected. Note how the type
of the outgoing element automatically changes, i.e., from ledge to plunge. Moreover, nothing
prevents our method from being extended to account for more complex river profiles, e.g., as
those introduced by Génevaux et al. [GGG∗13].
4.4 Terrains Adapting to Waterfalls
In this section, we discuss how to adapt the terrain to the waterfalls. First, we generate the
waterfall integration mesh (Section 4.4.1), then we use it to generate vectorial constraints to
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Figure 4.9: Varying the flow within a graph. The waterfall elements are changed automatically,
in conformity with the classification, and the visual aspects are immediately adapted to the
changes.
deform the terrain (Section 4.4.2) and to generate additional maps (Section 4.4.3). The latter
are used for the visual integration of the waterfall (e.g., texture changes on the terrain and on
the waterfall) and for the generation of procedural decorations.
4.4.1 Integration Mesh Generation
The integration mesh is a 3D mesh defining the waterfall surface. It is composed of the surface
meshes for all waterfall elements (Figure 4.10 left), which are generated using the waterfall
network trajectories and the widths of the elements.
The meshes for the contact elements are computed by extruding the width ǫ along the
segment trajectories. We carefully handle the meshing connections at branch intersections, so
meshes do not overlap each other. Free-fall meshes are extruded from the borders of their
incoming segments (e.g., pool borders) and follow the free-fall element curve. Pool meshes are
simply triangulated from their contours.
4.4.2 Constraint-based Terrain Deformation
The terrain is stored as a heightfield, on which a deformation map (displacement map) is ap-
plied to adapt the terrain to waterfalls. This deformation map is computed using diffusion
curves [OBW∗08], as inspired by the terrain modeling method of Hnaidi et al. [HGA∗10]. How-
ever, our solution differs from theirs in that it propagates deformations (i.e., height differences)
instead of heights, and it generates three different types of constraints (border, riverbed, and
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Figure 4.10: Left: Integration mesh composed by the individual waterfall element meshes.
Right: Integration mesh borders.
overhang) using our procedural model. As a result of our approach, small details on the original
terrain will remain on the terrain after deformation.
Border Constraints. These constraints force the water to naturally follow waterfall trajec-
tories, by defining height and gradient constraints on the mesh contour (Figure 4.11 top left).
Let Ω be the contour of the integration mesh (Figure 4.10 right). For each point p =
(i, j, z) ∈ Ω, we define d(x, y) as the difference between the terrain height H(x, y) and the
height at the point, i.e., d(x, y) = z − h(x, y) (Figure 4.11 top center). The difference d(x, y)
is the value that will be “diffused” within our constraints solver. To perform this diffusion, we
use the multigrid solver introduced by Hnaidi et al. [HGA∗10].
First, the terrain constraints d(x, y) are rasterized into a 2D grid. Then, we perform several
diffusion iterations to compute a deformation map. Let dki,j be the deformation value at the
location (i, j) at iteration k. The next iteration is computed as follows:
dk+1i,j =
{
dki,j if d
0
i,j is a constraint
1
4(d
k
i,j + d
k
i+1,j + d
k
i,j+1 + d
k
i+1,j+1) otherwise.
The diffusion is performed in a multigrid solver, and the result is the 2.5D deformation map D.
The final terrain heightmap H ′ is simply the addition of the original terrain height H and of
the deformation map D:
H ′(i, j) = H(i, j) + D(i, j).
Riverbed Constraints. The border constraints do not provide any control on the river
profile, which should be a function of the river type (see Génevaux et al. [GGG∗13]). For this
reason, riverbed constraints are added.
For a given point x located inside the waterfall border (see Figure 4.10 right), we create a
height constraint based on its distance to y ∈ Ω, the nearest point of the border, to which a
profile function fd is applied. The operation is repeated on a dense sampling basis. This defines
a set of additional elevation constraints processed using our solver (see Figure 4.11 bottom).
Overhang Constraints. In order to create overhangs, we generate a horizontal displacement
map based on the same diffusion technique. This map is then used to deform the terrain, as
presented by Gamito and Musgrave [GM01].
Along the border at the top of a free-fall, we set a displacement constraint λu, where u is
the free-fall direction and λ a constant defined by the user. In addition, we set a displacement
constraint −λu along the border of the receiving pool, under the free-fall.
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Figure 4.11: Border and riverbed constraints. Top left: Border constraints. Center: Riverbed
constraints. Right: Final terrain. Bottom left: Original terrain. Right: Deformed terrain with
apparent riverbed.
overhang
erosion
λu
-λu
Figure 4.12: Top: Horizontal constraints modeling overhangs. Bottom: Free-fall without and
with an overhang.
As shown in Figure 4.12, these two constraints generate a flipped “S” curve, with the top
of the overhang extending out of the terrain in the direction of the flow, and the bottom of the
receiving pool extending into the cliff, due to erosion and falling rocks.
4.4.3 Procedural Decoration
To improve the integration of the waterfall into the terrain, we use several procedural decoration
maps, generated using the footprint of the integration mesh and the waterfall elements type
(Figures 4.13, 4.15). A decoration map is computed by rendering the integration mesh viewed
from above into a texture, similar to the road footprints of Bruneton and Neyret [BN08]. During
this process, we render each sub-mesh in a greyscale map, depending on its type and on the
map that is being computed.
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Figure 4.13: Using the integration mesh and the waterfall types, we generate various maps used
to render the waterfalls.
Terrain Decorations. Terrain decorations are generated using the water map, which corre-
sponds to the integration mesh footprint. This map is used to mask the procedural seeding of
trees and plants to prevent a generation within the water surface, and also to change the terrain
texture to, for instance, a bedrock one.
Water Decorations. Table 4.1 lists a set of parameter values depending on the waterfall
type. By using these values as greyscale values during the map computations, we generate a
foam map, a rock map, and a disturbance map. The foam map identifies the presence of foam
on the water surface and is used to select the water diffuse texture; the rock map indicates the
density of rocks to generate; and the disturbance map, the amplitude of the waves on the water
surface (Figure 4.13). The variation of values depending on the waterfall type allows increases
of the visual difference between them, and improves the appearance of the scene. Note that
some filtering is applied to these maps to reduce visible transitions between different types.
Speed Map. The speed map is a texture that represents the 2D speed of all water meshes
in contact with the terrain in the scene. It is used for animating the textures of the water
surface. Figure 4.14 shows how the speed of the water is computed depending on the type of
the segment. We use three different approaches to compute surface speed of contacts, pools, and
branches. For a contact, the speed at point x is given by δx = δc
(
1− ‖x−c‖‖b−c‖
)
where c and b are
the projections of x along the cross section on the main axis and on the shore respectively. For a
pool, a fixed number of 2D fluid solver simulation steps [Sta99] are evaluated. For branches, we
use 2D interpolation based on a standard technique of weighing by the inverse distance, where
each point pi is considered as a velocity constraint δi. The speed within a branch is given by
δx =
∑
i ωi δi. Interpolation weights ωi are computed using the equation:
ωi =
ω̃i
∑
i ω̃i
ω̃i =
∏
j
(
1−
‖x− pi‖
‖pj − pi‖
)
.
4.5 Results
The system is implemented in C++, using OpenGL and GLSL Compute Shaders. The com-
putations are performed on an NVidia 660GTX GPU and an Intel R© Xeon R© E5-1650 CPU,
running at 3.20 GHz with 16 GB of memory. The system uses two threads: one CPU thread for
the interface and computation control, and one CPU/GPU thread for the GPU computations
and rendering.
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Figure 4.14: Internal speed computation for a contact (left), a pool (center), and a branch
(right).
Figure 4.15: Incremental representation of procedural decorations. In usual order: Terrain only,
adding rocks, water, foam, speed map, final result with vegetation.
Rendering. The waterfalls in our editor are rendered in real time using the integration mesh
and the parameter maps computed earlier (Figure 4.13). We use the technique of “tiled direc-
tional flow” [vH11] for the animation of both the normal texture of the waves and the diffuse
texture of the foam. The splashes at the bottom of the falls are rendered using particles emitted
from the free-fall ends.
Evaluation. Figures 4.19 and 4.18 show our system in action at different editing stages, with
different stages described in the caption of each figure.
In Figure 4.16, we show a photo of a real waterfall network, and the result of a 10-minute
session with our modeling system; we started with a terrain resembling the original real terrain,
but without riverbeds. The figure shows that coherent waterfalls similar to those on the photo
can be easily modeled, while guaranteeing their physical plausibility.
We organized a user modeling session with two experienced digital artists. After a 20-minute
training period, they were both able to create waterfall scenes such as the waterfall presented in
Figure 4.17, all in under 30 minutes. The artists were pleased by the ease of use of our system
and its efficiency. However, they expressed a desire for finer control over the result.
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Figure 4.16: An example of a waterfall scene, the Iron hole, on the island of La Réunion.
Left: Photo of the real site c© Serge Gélabert. Center: Our result after 10 minutes of interactive
procedural modeling, starting from a similar terrain model. The scene contains 36 elements
interconnected by pools and rivers, deforming the terrain and controlling the flow. Right: Vi-
sualization of the control elements that we used to create the waterfall network.
Figure 4.17: Waterfalls modeled by one of our digital artists.
Performance. Our system generates a complex waterfall network over a terrain in a few
seconds (see Table 5.1). The number of elements does not have a huge impact on computation
time. Indeed, our algorithm uses mostly a fixed-size grid, so its complexity is independent from
the number of waterfall elements. When increasing the number of elements, only the time for
mesh generation, the riverbed constraints dense sampling (sub-part of the terrain deformation
algorithm), and the internal speed computation of pool vary noticeably.
In order to ensure the consistency of our results we re-execute all computations each time
an element is modified by the user. Many simple optimizations could detect what needs to be
recomputed, and thus greatly improve the efficiency of our system; however, we felt that any
such optimizations were not necessary in the current version of our prototype.
Limitations. The first limitation of our method is that the terrain is only adapted locally, and
therefore does not preserve any global hydraulic properties. Indeed, a waterfall network can be
created at an unplausible location on the terrain, failing to respect natural river paths shaped
by the terrain slope, such as in the example of Figure 4.17. While this may lead to unplausible
terrains, it also gives more artistic freedom to the user, which we feel is an important property
of our system.
The heightfield representation of the terrain is another limitation, as it prevents the creation
of caves and underground waterfalls, although horizontal displacement maps [GM01] enable us
to create overhangs. With support for stack-based terrains [PGGM09], our system could handle
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Figure 4.18: Another example of a waterfall scene. Top left: Controller network. Top right: In-
tegration mesh with types. Bottom left: Deformed terrain. Bottom right: Final scene.
# Computation times in ms
Fig. n G W M Terrain Speed Maps Proc.
4.16 36 2 2 112 758 258 428 284
4.19 17 1 1 177 677 384 404 297
4.18 29 1 1 77 871 264 494 324
4.17 26 1 2 30 1115 284 482 302
Table 4.2: From left to right, the columns of the table list the figure number and the number
of waterfall controllers, followed by computation times for the hydraulic graph generation (G),
waterfall network generation (W), mesh generation (M), terrain adaptation using a 2048×2048
resolution, speed map generation, details map (foam, disturbance, and rocks) generation, and
procedural detail generation.
more complex terrain elements.
In addition, our adaptation method relies on a grid-based algorithm, which limits its applica-
tion to relatively small terrains. In our examples, we used a 2048×2048 grid with a resolution of
10 pixels per meter. We could adapt our method to multi-scale editing and rendering [YNBH09],
by dividing the terrain into several tiles, each calculated independently [vBBK08], but we have
not yet done so.
Moreover, the recursive nature of our algorithm limits the adaptation of paths in complex
cases. Consequently, a good position selection at a given step does not imply a good position
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Figure 4.19: Our system in action. Top: Original terrain (left), creating the waterfall network
(right). Middle: Generating the control mesh and deducing the types (left), resolving the speeds
(right). Bottom: Adapted terrain (left), final scenery (right).
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for the final shape. For instance, if there are too many obstacles on the path, the heuristic
will select a point to avoid them globally, but this selection may prevent further steps to avoid
them. A solution inspired by algorithms for procedural roads [GPMG10], should be applicable
to procedural river trajectories.
Finally, even if our algorithm supports interactive flow variations that change waterfall
geometry and its adaptation to the terrain, we do not support a flow variation without changing
the terrain adaptation. For example a drying-out waterfall or a river flood cannot be modeled
with the current version of our system.
4.6 Conclusion
We presented the first interactive procedural modeling system for the design of waterfalls. Our
system relies on a tight coupling of automatic generation and user interaction, where complex
constraints and tedious tasks are handled by the procedural components of the system while
enabling coarse to fine user control. This leads to an improved user experience and to the
possibility for more creative modeling.
A number of aspects of our method are dedicated to the special case of waterfalls, includ-
ing their categorization based on the slope-flow graph, and adapted tools for their interactive
modeling. In fact, we are the first to present a system for the interactive design of coherent
waterfalls. However, the methodology for the design of our system, with notably the way we
interleave high-level user control with automatic processes to check consistency and add details,
could be generalized to the modeling of many other natural sceneries, as well as to even less
natural complex models. Future work could focus on the preservation of the hydraulic proper-
ties of the terrain during its deformation, or tackle the development of volumetric algorithms
allowing the creation of truly 3D waterfall networks.
In this chapter, we presented a waterfall modeling method combining procedural modeling
and coarse interactive editing. More precisely, we proposed direct intuitive user controls to edit
the coarse waterfall network, while automatic methods generate fine-scale details and ensure
scene consistency. However, during modeling sessions, we often felt the need of editing the
terrain to better match our desired scenery. Moreover, while the method provides direct controls
of the coarse network, the user cannot edit the detailed scene, making the design of a particular
result difficult. While many methods have been introduced to generate terrains, few of them
focus on the editing of existing terrains. In Chapter 5, we investigate the interactive editing of
terrains from a first-person viewpoint, relying on automatic methods to deform it in order to
match user constraints while preserving its consistency.
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This chapter details a collaboration with Flora Ponjou Tasse, Ph.D. student at Cambridge
University during her visit to INRIA Grenoble. It was presented at the conference Graphics
Interface [TEC∗14a]. It was selected and an extended version was published in journal Computer
& Graphics [TEC∗14b].
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errain is a key element in any outdoor environment, and terrain modelling has been
the subject of a large amount of studies over the years. As presented in Chapter 2,
the two most popular terrain modelling methods are procedural methods [FFC82,
Mil86, Lew87, MKM89] and physics-based methods [MKM89, RPP93, CMF98, Nag97,
NWD05, KBKŠ09]. The former are easy to implement and fast to compute, while the latter
produce more realistic terrains with erosion effects and geologically sound features. However,
the lack of controllability in these methods is a limitation for artists.
Sketch-based or example-based terrains have been very popular recently in addressing these
issues [CHZ00, WI04, ZSTR07, GMS09, HGA∗10, TGM12, GGG∗13]. However, many of these
methods assume that the user sketch is drawn from a top view, which makes shape control
from a given viewpoint very difficult. Others only handle a restricted category of mountains,
with flat silhouettes. Lastly, terrains fully generated from sketches typically lack the complex
details that are typical in natural mountains. Dos Passos et al. [dPI13] recently presented a
promising approach where example-based terrain modelling and first-person viewpoint sketching
are combined.
Figure 5.1: Left: A photography of a real mountain scenery. Right: A sketch of mountain
silhouettes.
First-person viewpoint sketching is a convenient way to create terrains, since the artist can
edit the terrain from his viewpoint of interest, by sketching a small set of curves representing the
main silhouettes of mountains. Figure 5.1 shows a real terrain and a corresponding silhouette
sketch, drawn by an artist. The goal of our method is to propose a new method for editing terrain
models as detailed as in the photo on the left, through the sketching of desired silhouettes, as
shown in the image on the right.
In this work, we address the problem of intuitive shape control of a terrain from a first-
person viewpoint, while generating a detailed output, plausible from anywhere (see Figure 5.7).
Contrary to most existing techniques, we will not generate a new terrain from scratch, but
instead deform an existing terrain to match user sketches. This approach can retain coherent
small details from the existing terrain, while avoiding patch blending and repetition problems
that are typical of example-based methods. The use of an existing terrain also enables matching
sketched silhouettes with plausible, non-planar curves on the terrain. Our main contributions
are as follows:
• we propose an algorithm for ordering sketch strokes with respect to their distance from
the camera (Section 5.2);
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• we present a method for matching terrain features with user-specified silhouettes, drawn
from a given first-person viewpoint (Section 5.3);
• we introduce a deformation method for matching silhouette constraints while preventing
them from being hidden by other parts of the terrain (Section 5.4).
Note that this work has been a collaboration with Flora Ponjou Tasse, a Ph.D. student
from Cambridge University who visited our group from September to November 2013. My
personal contributions to this chapter are mainly described in Sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3. The rest
of the chapter mostly describes Flora’s contribution, although I contributed by participating
to brainstorming meetings. These contributions are included in this document to allow for the
understanding of the method as a whole.
5.1 Overview
Using our terrain editing method, users are able to navigate on the existing terrain with a
first-person camera, and sketch one or multiple strokes, from the same camera position, that
represent silhouettes that would be visible from that position. Our main goal is to deform
the terrain such that these sketched user constraints are respected. To do so, the following
requirements should be satisfied:
• Every sketched stroke should be a terrain silhouette, in the current perspective view from
the first-person camera viewpoint.
• Each of these terrain silhouettes should be visible, i.e., not hidden by any other part of
the terrain.
• The deformed terrain should not have artifacts nor contain unrealistic deformations, from
any other viewpoint.
Our solution consists of five main steps, illustrated in Figure 5.2:
1. We order strokes according to their depth, from front to back with respect to the camera
position. This order is used when we generate constraints for terrain deformation, so
that a curve constraint is not occluded by another, when viewed from the first-person
viewpoint.
2. Terrain features such as silhouettes and ridges are detected. Deforming existing terrain
features to match the desired silhouettes results in a more realistic terrain since no extra
feature is added and thus, the nature of the existing terrain is best preserved.
3. For each stroke, we select a terrain feature that will be deformed to fit the stroke, when
viewed from the camera position. These deformed features represent the positional con-
straints that we use with a diffusion-based terrain deformation. A key idea of our frame-
work is the expression of this feature-selection step as an energy minimization problem, in
which we penalize features with large altitude differences compared to their corresponding
strokes, as well as features that would result in too large deformations.
4. We use a multi-grid Poisson solver for diffusion-based terrain deformation. It solves for
altitude differences instead of absolute terrain positions, thus preserving the small-scale
features of the input terrain.
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5. After terrain deformation, other parts of the terrain may hide the user-specified silhou-
ettes. To address this issue, we run the following iterative process: we detect terrain
silhouettes that do not fit any user stroke and yet hide one of the sketched silhouettes.
Extra deformation constraints are constructed to enforce lowering these protruding silhou-
ettes until the user-sketched silhouettes are no longer occluded. The terrain is deformed
with a combination of previous constraints and the newly constructed constraints. We
repeat this process until all the unwanted protruding silhouettes have been eliminated.
5.2 Sketch Analysis
In this section, we explain how depth ordering of silhouette strokes is extracted from user
sketches.
Original Observations. The different silhouette strokes in the input sketch first need to be
ordered, in terms of relative depth from the camera viewpoint. This will enable us to ensure,
when they are matched with features, that they will not be hidden by other parts of the terrain.
Our approach to do so is based on two observations:
• If in the XY viewing plane, a silhouette lies above another in Y , it obviously corresponds
to a mountain A farther away from the viewpoint than the other mountain B. Otherwise
A would hide B. Using 2D height coverage for ordering them in depth is however not
sufficient, since some strokes may overlap in height, as with the green and blue strokes in
Figure 5.3.
• Furthermore, the terrain being a heightfield, the projection of each stroke onto the horizon
(x-axis of the viewing plane) is injective (no more than one height value per point).
These two observations allow us to solve the relative stroke ordering problem thanks to a new
sweeping algorithm (Figure 5.3) presented below.
Sweeping Algorithm. We consider the projections of all the strokes onto the horizontal x
axis (depicted in the bottom part of Figure 5.3) and sweep from left to right, examining the
extremities (starting and ending points in the sweeping direction) and junction points of the
silhouette strokes. While doing so, we label the strokes’ extremities and the junction points
in the following way: an extremity qs of stroke s is a T-junction if its closest distance to
another stroke r is smaller than a given threshold. An endpoint qs is labeled “occluded-by” r
if the oriented angle, measured counterclockwise, is between the tangent ts1 of s at qs and the
tangent tr of r at qs, ∠(ts, tr) < π. This indicates that s is occluded by, and thus is behind, r.
Otherwise, s is in front of r and we label qs as “in-front-of” r.
If a stroke s has no T-junction, then it is behind a stroke r either if the projection of s
completely contains the projection of r or if the smallest height value of s’s endpoints is larger
than the smallest height value of r’s endpoints.
While scanning the sketch from left to right, we insert each stroke in a sorting structure, at
a relative depth position determined by the cues above. This results in a relative ordering of
the user strokes.
1Strokes are always oriented clockwise. Hence, stroke tangents are independent of the direction in which the
stroke was sketched. When labeling a starting point qs as T-junction, we flip its tangent.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
(g) (h)
(i)
Figure 5.2: Overview of our terrain editing framework. (a) User 2D sketch, in a 3D interface.
(b) 1. The stroke color indicates the automatically computed stroke ordering: blue indicates
a stroke closer to the camera position and red, farther. (c) 2. The white curves indicate all
terrain features that have been detected. (d) 3. These white curves indicate the detected terrain
features that have been matched with user strokes. (e, f) 4. The terrain features are deformed
so that they match the strokes from the user’s viewpoint. (g, h) 5. The protruding silhouettes
are lowered. (i) Deformed terrain.
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Input
3 silhouette strokes
Open stroke 1
 no relation
Open stroke 2
in front of 1
Close stroke 1
occluded by 2
Open stroke 3
in front of 2
Close stroke 3
in front of 2
stroke 1
stroke 2
stroke 3
q1
q3
Figure 5.3: An input sketch (top) and the different steps of the sweeping algorithm used for
scanning the sketch, labelling T-junctions and ordering strokes (bottom). As a result, stroke 3
is detected to be in front of stroke 2, which is itself in front of stroke 1.
5.3 Feature-based Terrain Deformation
The key idea of our approach is to create a 3D terrain that matches the user sketch, by deforming
an existing terrain model. More precisely, we deform the features of the existing terrain, such
as its ridgelines, to match the user silhouette strokes. Because a terrain could exhibit many
features, we first have to compute to which one of them it is the most appropriate to apply a
deformation. In this section, we detail how we compute the set of terrain features (Section 5.3.1),
how we assign one of them to each user stroke (Section 5.3.2), and how we use them to deform
the terrain (Section 5.3.3).
5.3.1 Feature Detection
When we deform a terrain, we consider two types of features: terrain silhouettes (viewed from
the first-person viewpoint) and terrain ridges.
Silhouette Detection. Silhouette detection on an existing terrain is based on a common and
naive algorithm for computing the exact silhouettes of a 3D mesh. Silhouette edges are detected
by finding all visible edges shared by a front face and a back face in the current perspective
view. Neighboring silhouette edges are then linked to form long silhouette curves.
Ridge Detection. Ridge detection is based on the profile-recognition and polygon-breaking
algorithm (PPA) of Chang et al. [CS07]. The PPA algorithm marks each terrain point that is
likely to be on a ridge-line, based on the point height profile. Segments forming a cyclic graph,
connect adjacent candidate points. Polygon-breaking repeatedly deletes the lowest segment in a
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cycle until the graph is acyclic. Finally, the branches on the produced tree structure are reduced
and smoothed. The result is a graph where nodes are endpoints or branching points connected
by curvilinear ridgelines. An improvement of the PPA algorithm connects all terrain points
into a graph using a height-based or curvature-based weighting and computes the minimum
spanning tree of that graph [BdBG10]. Because we are mainly concerned with performance
and detection of large-scale ridges, we simply connect candidate points as in the original PPA
algorithm and replace the polygon-breaking with a minimum spanning forest algorithm.
5.3.2 Stroke-Feature Matching
In this section, we discuss a method for determining for each stroke, its associated terrain
feature, which can be used to construct deformation constraints. Viewed from the first-person
camera, these constraints should match the user-sketched strokes. To achieve this, we first
construct a priority list of features for each stroke and then select features for each priority list
such that the sum of their associated cost is minimized.
Feature Priority List Per Stroke. For a stroke s, we project all terrain features on the
sketching plane (i.e., we use the 2D projection of the feature from the first-person viewpoint),
and select feature curves that satisfy the following condition: the x interval that they cover
matches the one of stroke s. We then deform the selected feature curves, and if necessary
extend their endpoints, such that viewed from the camera position, they cover the length of s.
This deformation f ′ is simply achieved by displacing the feature curve points according to their
projection on the 2D stroke in the sketching plane, and their distance to the camera position.
Let f be a terrain feature and fp its projection on the stroke plane. Let f ′ be the terrain feature
deformed so that its projection f ′p on the stroke plane matches stroke s. For each point q
′ ∈ f ′,
its altitude is computed as follows:
q′.z = q.z + k‖qp − q
s
p‖
‖q − eye‖
‖qp − eye‖
where q is the original point in f , eye is the camera position, k = −1 if fp is below s and k = 1
otherwise, qp is the projection of q on the stroke plane, and qsp is the intersection of s with the
vertical line passing at qp.
We associate a cost E(f, s) to each feature f with respect to stroke s:
E(f, s) = wdisEdis(f, s) + wdef Edef (f, s) + weEe(f, s)







Edis(f, s) = 1l(fp)
∫
fp
(fp(t).z − s(t).z)dt
Edef (f, s) = 1l(f ′)
∫
f ′(f
′(t).z − h(t))dt
Ee(f, s) =
l(f ′)
l(f)
where wdis, wdef , and we are weights, l is the length of its specified curve, e the length of its
longest edge, and h the terrain altitude:
• Edis represents the dissimilarity between f and s from the first-person viewpoint;
• Edef expresses the amount of terrain deformation that the feature deformation will cause;
• Ee penalizes features that were extended to fully cover s when viewed from the camera
position.
All the results shown in this chapter were generated with wdis = wdef = we = 1. All features
are sorted in a priority list according to their cost. Figure 5.4 illustrates this process for a single
stroke (in this simple case, the feature of minimal cost is selected).
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Figure 5.4: Computing possible features to match with a user stroke. Top: User sketch from
a first-person viewpoint (left), feature detection from a higher viewpoint (right). Bottom:
Possible candidate matches (left), terrain deformation using the best match (right). Feature
color indicates cost: blue for the lowest cost and red for the largest.
Energy Minimization. To deform the terrain to match the user sketch, we want to assign a
terrain feature to each stroke, according to its priority list, and create the associated deformation
constraint. In addition to the feature order within the different stroke priority list, we need to
take into account depth ordering for silhouette strokes computed in Section 5.2. Therefore, this
selection process can be seen as a minimization problem. We want to find a set of stroke-feature
matches such that the total cost of the assignments is minimized, and that the assigned features
respect the pre-computed stroke ordering.
Let S = {si : i = 1, ..., n} be the stroke list (ordered by depth) and f i denote a feature in
the priority list L(si) = {f ik : k = 1, ..., mi} for a stroke si. We are looking for {f
i : i ∈ 1, ..., n}
such that f i < f j if i < j and
∑
E(f i, si) is minimized. Here, f i < f j means that f i should not
be occluded by f j , so that all deformation curve constraints are visible from the first-person
viewpoint. We process the ordered stroke list from front to back, and after each stroke, we
remove from the priority list of the next strokes, features that would be occluded if selected.
We chose to process strokes from front to back for two main reasons. Firstly, strokes that are
closest to the camera are processed first and due to Edef , the algorithm attempts to select
constraints that will minimize terrain deformations. Thus, features closer to the camera are
more likely to be selected. Secondly, if all the features of interest for a given stroke si were
already selected, and therefore its priority list was empty, an arbitrary curve on the terrain
would be used instead. If this ever occurs, we prefer it to be for background silhouettes.
In practice, feature selections that cause any stroke to have an empty priority list are pe-
nalized with a very high cost. Thus, a configuration that guarantees at least one valid feature
match for each stroke, is always selected, if it exists. If no such configuration exists and si has
an empty priority list, we automatically compute a 3D embedding of the 2D stroke si and use
the resulting curve as a deformation constraint. To easily compute this 3D embedding, we take
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the two strokes lying just in front and just behind si. Then we place si halfway between the
terrain features assigned to these two strokes. If there is no stroke restricted to lie behind si,
we place it behind the farthest stroke from the viewpoint. If there is no stroke restricted to lie
in front of si, we place it in front of the closest stroke to the viewpoint. With this approach,
each stroke is represented by a deformation constraint even if it was not matched to a terrain
feature during energy minimization.
The energy minimization problem we have described so far is a NP-hard combinational
optimization problem. Branch-and-bound approaches are often used to overcome such compu-
tationally expensive exhaustive searches [Cla97], since they are designed to discard non-optimal
solutions early on. Here, we use the branch-and-bound scheme to efficiently discard all partial
solutions that have a cost higher than the current best cost, without having to explore the
whole solution tree. The scheme consists of two steps: a branching step and a bounding step.
The branching step consists of exploring possible choices for si+1 once we have made a feature
selection for si. In other words, we split node (si, f i) into multiple nodes (si+1, f
i+1
k ), where
f i+1k are features in the priority list of si+1. The bounding step allows the algorithm to stop
exploring a partial solution if the total cost of features in the solution is higher than the cost of
the best solution found so far.
It is possible for a feature to be the first choice in the priority list for two or more strokes. To
handle this, when exploring a possible solution, a feature curve assigned to a stroke is no longer
considered for subsequent strokes. Our branch-and-bound algorithm will explore other solutions
with the feature curve assigned to different strokes as long these solutions are guaranteed to
have a smaller cost than the current best solution.
Stroke in World Space. The previous minimization gives us, for each stroke s, an associated
terrain feature f . However, stroke s has its points in screen space, whereas the points of f are
in world space. We use f ′, the deformation of f whose projection matches s, as the nonplanar
deformation curve that will be used to deform the terrain.
The possible undetermined point depths, at the stroke extremities, are set to follow the
stroke tangent in world space.
Completing Selected 3D Features. Using user-specified endpoints of an occluded stroke
during the generation of deformation constraints would create silhouettes that appear to start
exactly at these endpoints. This can look quite unnatural when viewed from a different position
than the first-person camera position used for sketching: indeed, the endpoint of the occluded
stroke (a junction) is typically above the terrain and thus, a sharp deformation will be created
at that point.
We address this problem by simply extending 3D features assigned to strokes at both end-
points along their tangents, until they reach the surface of the terrain. An example of this
feature completion process is presented in Figure 5.5. More sophisticated contour completion
methods, such as the one presented in SmoothSketch [KH06] could alternatively be used, but
this simple method was sufficient in our case, and is proposed as an optional step in the editing
process.
5.3.3 Terrain Deformation
Our deformation algorithm relies on iterative diffusion of displacement constraints, which are
computed from 3D strokes positioned in world space. The diffusion method, first introduced in
Section 4.4.2, consists in computing the difference of the curve height and terrain height H, and
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Figure 5.5: Completing selected features: After matching 2D strokes to terrain features, we
extend these features until they reach the surface of the terrain, to ensure a smooth transition
from specified silhouettes to the terrain. Top: User input (left), matched features (right).
Bottom: Extension of the matched features (left), deformed terrain (right).
to diffuse these differences (instead of absolute height values) using a multi-grid Poisson solver
similar to the one developed by Hnaidi et al. [HGA∗10].
More precisely, for each point p = (x, y, z) of the stroke in world space, we compute δ =
z − H(x, y), and set it as a displacement constraint. The constraints are rasterized on a grid,
whose resolution is equal to the terrain resolution. After having set the constraints of all strokes,
we perform the diffusion, which gives the displacement map M.
The displacement is finally applied to the terrain heightfieldH, whose feature line silhouettes
are now matching the user strokes, when seen from the first-person viewpoint used for sketching.
The deformation only consists of adding the two heights, H′(x, y) = H(x, y)+M(x, y), whereH′
is the resulting terrain. Because height differences are propagated, instead of absolute heights,
the terrain preserves fine-scale details during deformation.
5.4 Lowering Protruding Silhouettes
After deformation, the user-defined silhouettes may be hidden by other parts of the terrain. To
address this issue, we detect the unwanted protruding silhouettes and constrain them to a lower
position so that the user-defined silhouettes become visible.
Detecting Protruding Silhouette Edges. First, all visible silhouettes are detected with
the algorithm discussed in Section 5.3.1. These silhouettes are projected onto the sketching
plane. Let s be a silhouette of the deformed landscape, inherited from the original terrain.
Mountain silhouette s hides a user-specified silhouette g if s is closer to the camera than g and
the projection sp of s on the sketching plane has a higher altitude than gp, the projection of
g. In this case, s is an unwanted protruding silhouette. Determining how much s should be
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lowered is done as follows: let h be the maximum height difference between s and silhouette
g hidden by s. h is the minimum altitude by which s should be lowered to ensure that the
silhouettes it hides become visible. Our solution is simply to uniformly lower s by an offset h.
This method is applied to all unwanted protruding silhouettes and we use the set of lowered
silhouettes to form new deformation constraints.
Updating Deformation Constraints. The new deformation constraints from the lowered
protruding silhouettes are added to the set of constraints associated to the sketched silhouettes,
and the terrain is deformed once again using the method described in Section 5.3.3. This
operation maintains the user-specified silhouettes while lowering areas around the unwanted
protruding silhouettes, so that user specifications are satisfied.
The process of detecting protruding silhouettes and using this information to further con-
strain the terrain is repeated until no protruding silhouettes are detected. In practice, a single
iteration is usually sufficient to make visible all user-specified silhouette strokes.
5.5 Results
Validation Examples. The examples in this section illustrate results of our method in a
variety of cases. In particular, Figure 5.8 shows editing a terrain with a sketch containing five
T-junctions. Our proposed approach differs from other sketch-based methods in that nonplanar
silhouettes are generated from planar user-sketched strokes. This is illustrated in Figure 5.6.
Performance. The system is implemented in C++, and the computations are performed on
an Intel R© Xeon R© E5-1650 CPU, running at 3.20 GHz with 16 GB of memory. We give computa-
tion times for the presented results in Table 5.1. The feature extraction and terrain deformation
computation times only depend on terrain resolution, which is 512× 512 in the examples. The
feature matching depends on the number of strokes and on the number of extracted features.
The most expensive part of the algorithm is the lowering silhouette one, because of our occlusion
detection method. However, our naive algorithm could be optimized and computation times
greatly reduced. The stroke-ordering algorithm has a negligible computation time. Considering
manual input, sketching does not generally take more than a few seconds.
Fig. Features Matching Deformation Silhouettes
5.2 0.14 1.5 0.11 2.6
5.8 0.15 0.21 0.10 2.1
5.6 0.12 0.04 0.09 3.4
5.7 0.14 0.24 0.09 4.9
Table 5.1: Computation times (in seconds) of several examples for the presented algorithms:
feature extraction, stroke-feature matching, terrain deformation, and lowering protruding sil-
houettes.
User-study. We performed an informal user-study with two experienced computer artists.
The system was briefly introduced to the users, who had no prior knowledge about it. They
were then asked to draw sketches to deform existing terrains. Both of them reported that our
system is very intuitive to learn and use, and they were able to quickly create new sceneries.
Their feedback indicates that the approach is original, and seems a promising way to create a
scene that matches their artistic intent. However, they had some difficulties to predict results
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Figure 5.6: Terrain editing produces nonplanar silhouettes in the output, from 2D planar strokes.
Top: User input (left), existing terrain (right). Bottom: Deformed terrain (left), result viewed
from a different viewpoint (right).
Figure 5.7: A typical artist sketch (top left) is used to edit an existing terrain (right). Results
are shown in the second row from the same two viewpoints. Note the complex silhouettes with
T-junctions, matched to features of the input terrain. The bottom image shows a rendering of
the resulting terrain, from a closer viewpoint.
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Figure 5.8: Terrain editing with user sketches. Top: User input (left), deformed terrain (right).
Bottom: Final scene.
of their sketches. This could have been improved by manually tuning the feature matching
weights, which was not among their skills.
Limitations. Although our system succeeds in matching user-sketches through a natural
deformation of the terrain, using its existing features, the lack of predictability of the stroke-
feature solver may be a problem. A more complete user-study would be useful to understand user
intents when sketching over the existing terrain, and identify ranges of weight values allowing
us to better match these intents. We could also improve our matching method using extra cost
functions.
Another limitation comes from our deformation solver. The diffusion-based deformation
method sometimes creates small declivities around the extremity of a constraint curve, when
the slope of the curve is high and the extremity is located on the terrain: in this case, the
terrain locally inflates, except at this endpoint, where the deformation is zero, which causes
the problem. Using an inverse distance to deform the terrain [JJCH11] does not work either,
because of our use of curves as constraints. Further work still needs to be done on terrain
deformation, especially for curve-based deformations.
5.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented the first sketch-based modeling method enabling the deformation
of a terrain from a first-person viewpoint. The user sketches a few silhouette strokes forming a
graph with T-junctions, similar to silhouette representations used in artistic terrain sketchings.
The key feature of our method is that sketched silhouettes are matched with existing terrain
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features: this enables our technique to both match silhouette strokes with non-planar curves,
and produce a deformation that does not spoil plausibility, since the structure of ridges and
valleys typically remains unchanged.
Being able to edit complex sceneries is a key issue in interactive modeling. We explored in
this chapter an interactive method relying on a procedural algorithm to edit complex terrains
while remaining easy to use. More precisely, the method combines fine intuitive editing of
the terrain silhouette with procedural algorithms preserving the terrain consistency. In the
next chapter, we extend the approach of procedural deformation of complex sceneries to the
case of vectorial virtual world editing. Indeed, we propose an interactive painting method to
analyze and edit object distributions and structured objects over an existing terrain, while
using a procedural algorithm to automatically generate similar distributions, preserving scene
consistency, and following analogies with traditional painting systems.
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V
irtual worlds are more and more expensive to produce, as their size and expected
details keep increasing. Using conventional interactive world design software, they are
usually created by manually placing each object individually. This process is long and
tedious, especially when the user has to manipulate a large quantity of objects, such as
trees composing a forest, or complex structured objects, such as houses and street segments to
compose villages or cities. Moreover after each editing operation, the user must ensure scene
consistency, breaking artistic flow.
Procedural methods have been heavily used in the last decade to create large quantities of
objects in a small amount of time. They have been used successfully for individual plants, plant
ecosystems, roads, cities, buildings, villages, etc. However, despite research focused on interac-
tive procedural modeling, they remain reserved to experienced “programmer artists”. Moreover,
even if several methods exist for each individual type of object, only little research has investi-
gated so far combining independently developed techniques into a simple framework [STdKB11].
Therefore, even with the help of procedural methods, the design of large scenes remains long
and tedious, especially when creating complete virtual worlds involving different object types.
Our goal is to propose a new method for efficiently modeling complete and complex virtual
worlds. The method should be highly interactive, thus enabling a good level of control, and rely
on procedural generation techniques to offload parts of the long and tedious tasks. We build
our system on the interaction metaphor of editing vectorial maps, such as the one in Figure 6.1.
A 3D virtual world is then seamlessly generated from the map.
mountain
roads
lake
rivers
island
house
tree 1
tree 2
Figure 6.1: Example of a vectorial map representation of a virtual world. In this chapter, we
focus on the interactive creation and editing of this kind of map, leaving the generation of the
full 3D content to some automatic post-process.
In this chapter, we present our new approach for modeling virtual worlds, combining the
controllability and ease of use of traditional 2D image editors with the power of example-based
synthesis. More precisely, we present several tools inspired by those in 2D painting softwares in
order to manipulate virtual scenes represented by point distributions and graphs. This choice is
motivated by the fact that 2D painting is one of the most intuitive content creation approach.
With our method, an artist can paint distributions of objects and graphs using special brushes
whose new painted content is extracted from example sceneries, and can edit scenes using
adapted tools such as copy, paste, move, or scale. We also propose innovative tools based on
interpolations and gradients. All our tools rely on example-based synthesis algorithms, which
extract scene properties and enable the generation of new sceneries respecting these properties.
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For instance, a user first places manually some trees or houses in a small region, and then uses
our tools to create a forest (resp. village) respecting the same tree (resp. house) distribution.
Moving a forest or a village over a terrain will automatically deform it to adapt it to its new
environment, thanks to the maintainability of inter-object relationships. Our brushes enable
the painting of scenery elements on existing terrains.
Our work is mainly inspired by synthesis-based 2D painting tools [KIZD12], by advanced
brushing techniques [LBW∗14, MNB∗14] where the modeling algorithms are based on tradi-
tional painting interfaces, and by the interactive editing of urban layouts using example-based
synthesis [AVB08]. In a similar way, we propose advanced tools to paint and edit virtual worlds.
Our framework works as follows: the scene is represented by point distributions and graphs,
which have a type, such as trees or roads, that the user can create in a traditional way by
placing or sketching them by hand. When the user selects a region, the properties of elements
in this region are analyzed. For instance, we analyze the radial distribution density of point
distributions, or the number of neighbors of graph nodes for each type of element, as well as
inter-relationships between several types. Then, when the user performs an action, we rely on
an example-based synthesis method to generate new content, or deform the existing content
while ensuring its consistency. Our main contributions are as follows:
• we propose a method for synthesizing vectorial maps of virtual worlds represented by
point distributions and graphs based on the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (Sections 6.2
and 6.3);
• we present synthesis-based tools for editing virtual scenes while preserving their properties,
such as copy, paste, move, scale, and gradient (Section 6.4);
• we introduce synthesis-based brushes to paint virtual worlds (Section 6.5).
All these contributions are implemented in an interactive framework enabling the interactive
creation and editing of virtual worlds.
6.1 Overview
In this section, we first define notions used in the remaining of the chapter, and then present
an overview of our technique.
Scene Objects. The scene is composed of a set of vectorial objects, each belonging to a
specific category C ∈ {ground, island, mountain, river, road, castle, house, farm, pine tree, red
tree}. We represent all individual scene objects of the same category as point distributions, and
all structured objects as graphs. External constraints (i.e., arbitrary values over the terrain)
are handled with a special ground category that contains a set of maps, for instance, elevation,
slope, or interest maps. Thus, objects are of data type T ∈ {distribution, graph, external},
and are grouped in layers L ∈ {terrain, water, settlement, vegetation}. Table 6.1 shows a few
examples of object categories and their corresponding layers and types.
L terrain water settlement vegetation
C ground island mountain river road castle house farm pine tree red tree
T external graph dist. graph graph dist. dist. dist. dist. dist.
Table 6.1: Example of object types associated to their layer and data types.
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Interaction Matrix. Our algorithm relies on an interaction matrix M, provided by the
user, that describes the pairwise interactions between object categories. The interaction type I
depends on the two category types, and can be I ∈ {map, rdf, poly, arc}, where rdf stands for
a radial distribution function. To increase synthesis speed, we generate each category of objects
as independent layers, in a priority order provided by the user: each new layer is influenced by
the layers with a higher priority that have been already placed over the terrain, and influences
the layers that come after it. Thus, the interaction matrix is triangular; an object of category
Ca can only interact with objects of category Cb with Cb ≥ Ca. Table 6.2 shows the interaction
matrix used in our prototype. Note that a category can interact with itself. For instance, we
analyze point distributions as an interaction with themselves. The different types of interactions
are defined in Section 6.2.1.
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island map rdf
mountain map poly rdf
river map poly rdf rdf
road map poly rdf arc rdf
castle map poly rdf arc arc rdf
house map poly rdf arc arc rdf rdf
farm map poly rdf arc arc rdf rdf rdf
pine tree map poly rdf arc arc rdf rdf rdf rdf
red tree map poly rdf arc arc rdf rdf rdf rdf rdf
Table 6.2: Object types associated to their layer and data types.
Color and Palette. To draw an analogy with painting software, we define a color as the
statistics analyzed from a scene example following a given interaction matrix M, and a palette
as a collection of colors. Those statistics are stored as interaction histograms, which will be used
to compute probability functions during synthesis. In our application, a palette is displayed at
the right of the screen, and its default colors are precomputed from various scene exemplars.
The user can select one of these colors as the active color and use it to paint or deform parts
of the scene, or can create a new color by selecting a new exemplar (a region populated with
manually placed objects) to be analyzed.
φ χ
Ω
ri
points in Ω\φ\χ
points in χ
points in φ
Figure 6.2: Example of active region ϕ and its influence region X , with an influence radius ri.
Active and Influence Regions. Let Ω be the world space containing all the scene objects.
We define ϕ ⊂ Ω as the active region, and X as the influence region (Figure 6.2). The influence
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region is computed automatically from the active region as an offset of distance ri around the
active region ϕ, with X ∩ ϕ = ∅. Radius ri can be changed in the editor, and the influence
can be disabled if desired. In our prototype, we work with three shapes of active regions: the
default selection uses an axis-oriented bounding box, the brush shape has a circular region, and
the polygon-based selection enables the use of any nonintersecting polygon as a region whose
contour is directly sketched by the user.
Our technique relies on an example-based synthesis algorithm, which is used in several ways
within our interactive tools. Our algorithm is able to synthesize both point distributions and
graphs. Figure 6.3 shows an example of use of the system, where a user first creates a scene by
hand, then selects and analyzes it to create a new color that is stored in the palette, and finally
uses this color with a brush to create a new larger scene.
Edited scene
Current scene
φ
χΩ
φ
Ω ( , )
( , )
( , )
( , )
( , )
( , )
Ω
Selection in an example 
scene to be analyzed
Pairwise interaction
histograms
Synthezised objects
Analyze objects in φ
using M
Tree
Road
House
Road House
Tree
T
Graph
Arc Rdf
Rdf RdfArc
Interaction matrix M Palette
Active color
Store in palette
Synthetize objects in φ
using active color while 
taking into account objects in X
Brush area
User inputs
Figure 6.3: Method overview. The system takes as input a dependency matrix and an example
scene created by the user. The user selects a region and the algorithm analyzes its properties as
pairwise histograms, following the matrix dependencies. These properties are stored as a color
in the palette. Then, when the user takes the brush to generate a portion of the scene, the
algorithm synthesizes new objects underneath the brush, while taking into account the already
existing surroundings.
We present in Section 6.2 the point distribution synthesis algorithm and in Section 6.3
the graph synthesis algorithm. The latter is decomposed in two steps: first we generate a node
distribution using the point distribution synthesis algorithm, and then we connect the generated
nodes with arcs using a new arc synthesis algorithm. In Section 6.4 we present new tools for
editing vectorial sceneries based on these synthesis algorithms. We present in Section 6.5 a new
interface enabling the painting of vectorial worlds.
6.2 Statistical Point Synthesis
Let us consider a point distribution of category Ca. This distribution can only interact with
objects of categories Cb ≥ Ca. The priority order and interaction types are given by the inter-
action matrix, defined by the user. The interactions between point distributions are analyzed,
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φ
p r
dr
dV φ
p
α r
Figure 6.4: Left: Illustration of the radial density function. For a given point p and a radius
r = kδr, we count the number of points at distance d ∈ [kδr, (k + 1)δr[ of p. Right: Window
effect correction. We evaluate α, the circumference of circle C(p, r) intersecting the active
region ϕ. This value is used to normalize the integration region dA.
and we synthesize new point distributions respecting the same properties. There are several
interaction types, each described in Section 6.2.1. The synthesis algorithm uses a probability
function described in Section 6.2.2, and is detailed in Section 6.2.3.
6.2.1 Analysis of Point Distributions
The interaction I of a point distribution with itself is analyzed using a rdf interaction type,
and its interaction with other object types can be I ∈ {rdf, arc, poly, map}. rdf is the radial
distribution function, arc the distance to arcs, poly the signed distance to polygons, and map
the value of external terrain constraints, such as its elevation or slope, at a given position. The
type of interaction between objects is provided by the interaction matrix created by the user.
Consequently, the user can specify which interactions will be analyzed. For each interaction,
we store the analyzed statistics into histograms that will be used later during synthesis.
We describe next the different interaction types that are analyzed in our prototype. Note
that these interactions were chosen during the algorithm development, but could be easily
extended to other kinds of interaction, depending on the user needs.
Radial Distribution Function. The radial distribution function g(r) characterizes how den-
sity varies in a point distribution as a function of distance r from a reference point. It is a
powerful descriptor for point distributions, capable of capturing many behaviors, in particular
point clusters, that are especially useful when synthesizing tree or house distributions.
We compute the radial distribution function histogram hrdf as follows: consider X and Y ,
two point distributions in the scene of respectively nX and nY points. Let ϕ be the region
analyzed, A its area, and dA the area of a annular shell of radius δrk and thickness δr. For each
object in X, we count the number of objects from Y that are in dA, and normalize it (Figure 6.4
left):
hrdf (k) =
∑
xi∈X
∑
yj∈Y
kδr≤d(xi,yj)<(k+1)δr
A
dAnXnY
.
The window-edge effect is important when manipulating small regions with few objects,
which occurs often in our application. Indeed, when the rdf is evaluated for a point near the
window border, it will count fewer objects than a point at the center, because it can only
consider objects in dA ∩ ϕ.
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Figure 6.5: Examples of point distributions and their radial distribution functions. The dis-
tribution on the left is a random distribution, giving the rdf noisy values around 1. The two
distributions on the right are cluster distributions with different parameters. An rdf of cluster
distributions has a high peak near to the minimal distance between the points, and low val-
ues around the mean cluster size. Regular point distributions have an rdf with several peaks
corresponding to multiples of the distance between points.
One approach could be to create an influence region around ϕ and use it to analyze the scene.
However, it implies that all analyzed regions should be surrounded by an influence region whose
properties are equivalent to the analyzed region, thus forcing the user to create larger example
scenes.
Our solution is to approximate the area dA′ = dA ∩ ϕ by computing for each point the
proportion αxi,r (Figure 6.4 right) such that:
dA′ = rδr2παxi,r.
Distance to Graphs. With this interaction, we analyze the distribution of distances of point
distributions to a graph. For each point, we compute the closest distance d to the graph and
add it in the histogram. The histogram is then normalized by the number of elements.
hg(k) =
∑
xi∈X
kδr≤min{d(xi,yj),yj∈Y }<(k+1)δr
1
nX
This is used for synthesizing the interaction of point distributions with structured elements
such as roads or rivers. For instance, we can analyze the distribution of distances of houses to
roads to generate new houses along roads.
Signed Distance to Polygon. With this interaction, we analyzes the distribution of dis-
tances of points of a given type to a polygon. For each point of the distribution, we compute
the closest distance ds to a polygon and count it in the histogram. The histogram is then
normalized by the number of elements:
hp(k) =
∑
xi∈X
kδr≤min{ds(xi,yj),yj∈Y }<(k+1)δr
1
nX
.
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Ω
d
Figure 6.6: Left: A point distribution and a road network. For each point we compute dmin the
closest distance to the graph. Right: Corresponding histogram of the closest distance to the
graph.
P1
P2
Ω
d
dmax
Figure 6.7: Left: Point distribution and two polygons. Right: Corresponding histogram of the
signed closest distance to polygons.
Ω
Figure 6.8: Example of histogram extracted corresponding to the elevation at the point loca-
tions.
The distance ds is signed, i.e., positive if the point is outside the polygon, and negative
elsewhere. We also normalize the distance inside the polygon by dividing it by the maximum
distance to borders inside the polygon dmax, to have a proportion independent of the polygon
size:
ds(xi, yj) =
{
d(xi, yj) if xi is outside yj ,
−d(xi, yj)/dmax(yj) otherwise.
This distance is used for the interaction of point distributions and polygons, such as an
island contour, and makes possible to characterize if the point is on the island or in the sea,
and its distribution within the island. We can for instance generate boats near the coast and
trees on the entire island.
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Maps. It is often useful to consider terrain constraints during the analysis, such as elevation
or slope. The object ground contains several maps, for instance for slope, height, and interest.
Using this property, it is possible to copy trees on a rough terrain and generate new ones on
another terrain, while respecting their slope distribution. The map histogram analyzes the
distributions of map values m(xi) from points xi:
hm(k) =
∑
xi∈X
kδv≤m(xi)<(k+1)δv
1
nX
.
6.2.2 Probability Density Function
In order to synthesize new objects respecting the interaction histograms analyzed, we use a
classical point process based on Monte Carlo Markov Chain algorithms [HLT∗09, LGH13].
We successively generate scene object categories with a hierarchical order. Let CX be the
category to be generated, influenced by categories CYk ≤ CX . Let IX,Yk be the interaction type
between the two categories and hX,Yk the probability function computed from the interaction
histogram analyzed from the scene example.
The probability of a given point distribution X = {x1, ..., xnX} of category CX is expressed
with a probability density function, noted f(X), that we define as follows:
f(X) ∝
∏
CYk ≤CX
∏
xi∈X
∏
yi∈Yk
hX,Yk(xi, yj).
6.2.3 Synthesis using Monte Carlo Markov Chain
The goal is to generate a new scene that matches statistics of exemplars. To do so we use a
Metropolis-Hastings sampling method based on iterative birth-and-death perturbations [HLT∗09].
Algorithm 4 Metropolis-Hastings sampling.
- randomly initialize arrangement X ← X0, with f(X0) > 0
for iteration t from 1 to T do
equiprobable perturbations:
Birth
- generate new element p at a random location in ϕ
- create candidate arrangement X ′ = X ∪ {p}
- compute acceptance ratio Rb =
f(X′)
f(X)
nX
A
- accept new arrangement (X ← X ′) with probability Rb
Death
- select a random element p ∈ X
- create candidate arrangement X ′ = X \ {p}
- compute acceptance ratio Rd =
f(X′)
f(X)
A
nX
- accept new arrangement (X ← X ′) with probability Rd
end for
It consists of performing a fixed number T of steps, either a birth or a death. In our proto-
type, we use T = 103. The acceptance ratio R enables the evaluation of the new arrangement
X ′ relatively to the previous one X. Because arrangements X and X ′ have different numbers
of elements, the ratio must be multiplied by a ratio depending on A, the area of ϕ, and nX , the
number of elements of X.
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Note that it is essential that the initial arrangement X0 has a nonzero probability f(X0) > 0,
because it would cause a undefined acceptance value and prevent any convergence.
Acceptation Ratio Simplification. The acceptation ratio of a birth is defined by Rb =
f(X)
f(X′)
nX
A , which can be expensive to compute. Fortunately, since f is defined by a product
of probabilities, and X and X ′ = X ∪ {p} are almost identical, the acceptation ratio can be
simplified as follows :
Rb =
nX
A
f(X ′)
f(X)
=
nX
A
∏
CYk ≤CX
∏
xi∈X′
∏
yi∈Yk
hX,Yk(xi, yj)
∏
CYk ≤CX
∏
xi∈X
∏
yi∈Yk
hX,Yk(xi, yj)
=
nX
A
(
∏
CYk ≤CX
∏
xi∈X
∏
yi∈Yk
hX,Yk(xi, yj)
) (
∏
CYk ≤CX
∏
yi∈Yk
hX,Yk(p, yj)
)
∏
CYk ≤CX
∏
xi∈X
∏
yi∈Yk
hX,Yk(xi, yj)
=
nX
A
∏
CYk ≤CX
∏
yi∈Yk
hX,Yk(p, yj).
A similar simplification can be used for a death ratio. Consequently, when performing a
small deformation of an arrangement (i.e., adding or removing one element), only the probability
associated to this element has to be computed, highly improving computation time.
6.3 Statistical Graph Synthesis
Graph synthesis is used to edit structured objects such as roads or rivers. Graphs are composed
of nodes and arcs. In our method the two are analyzed and synthesized independently. Indeed,
we decompose our graph algorithm in two steps: first we generate nodes using the point dis-
tribution synthesis method described previously; then we generate arcs between the generated
nodes using a new algorithm based on a similar approach to the point distribution synthesis
algorithm (Figure 6.9).
6.3.1 Arc Analysis
Similarly to point distribution analysis, we analyze several properties of graph structures, all
stored in individual histograms to be used later as probability functions by the synthesis algo-
rithm.
Arc lengths. The distribution of arc lengths within the graph is analyzed and stored in an
histogram. This is used to favor the connection of nodes at similar distances, respecting the
distance distribution of the example.
Arc angles. The distribution of angles formed by arcs is analyzed and stored in an histogram.
This is used to favor arcs at similar angles relatively to existing arcs. This can be used to
synthesis villages with random street directions and villages with perpendicular streets.
6.3.2 Arc Synthesis
In order to synthesize new arcs respecting the graph properties analyzed, we use an approach
based on Monte Carlo Markov Chain algorithms.
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Graph example Synthesized nodes Synthesized arcs
Figure 6.9: Graph synthesis steps. Left: A graph example to analyze. Center: Generation of a
node distribution. Right: Connecting nodes with an arc synthesis algorithm.
Arc Probability Function. The probability of a given arc set A = {a1, ..., anA} is expressed
with an arc probability function, noted fa(X), that we define as follows:
fa(A) ∝


∏
ai∈A
hl(ai)




∏
ai∈A
∏
aj∈N(ai)
ha(ai, aj)

 ,
where hl is the arc length probability, ha is the arc angle probability, and N(ai) is the set of
arcs in A sharing a node with ai.
Metropolis-Hastings Synthesis. The arcs are generated using the same algorithm that the
point distribution synthesis, i.e., we generate the set of arcs by using birth-and-death steps, and
by using the arc probability function in the acceptance ratio computation.
Improvements. Our goal is to provide a generic algorithm to synthesize streets, roads, rivers,
and island contours. The graph synthesis method presented in this section is an early attempt
to achieve this goal. The current statistics (i.e., arc lengths and angles) are only geometrical
and the results still need to be improved.
We are currently investigating topological statistics criteria, such as connectivity, graph
robustness, number of cycles, and distribution of shortest paths between pairs of nodes. While
we believe our approach is going in the right direction, more work is required for achieving
satisfactory results.
6.4 Synthesis-based Deformation
In the previous section, we detailed how we analyze and synthesize vectorial scenes to generate
new virtual worlds. However, the key idea is to apply synthesis methods to the interactive
modeling of virtual worlds. In this section, we present new operators to edit virtual worlds
using example-based synthesis, all inspired from classical editing operators in painting systems
such as copy-paste, move, scale, and gradient.
6.4.1 Copy-paste
In classical softwares, copying-and-pasting a part of a scene results in duplicating elements with
the same arrangement. This is less suitable for virtual worlds, which have multiple self-similar
details, but not exactly the same.
Our approach for copying-and-pasting is not to copy the arrangement, but the color, in
the sense of interaction statistics, computed from the scene analysis. When pasting, a new
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arrangement will be generated, respecting the statistical properties of the exemplar, while all
the copied regions are unique.
To copy-and-paste, the user first selects an active region ϕc in the scene, by defining its
contour. The elements in ϕc are analyzed and a new color is created. Then, the user sets a new
active region ϕp, to define where the objects are going to be pasted, and the synthesis method
(Algorithm 5) is used to generate them.
Note that ϕc and ϕp can be any type of region, with different shapes and sizes; our idea
is of copying not individual elements, but their visual style. Moreover, ϕp can be set with an
influence region Xp, which will be taken into account while synthesizing new objects.
Algorithm 5 Copy-paste.
Copy
input : interaction matrix M
- set ϕc region to copy
- active color ← analysis(ϕc,M)
Paste
- set ϕp region where to paste, and Xp its influence region
- remove objects in ϕp
- synthesize objects in ϕp using active color while taking into account objects in Xp
Choice of the Selection Region. When copying, the shape of the selection region ϕc has
an important impact with respect to the analyzed color. Figure 6.10 shows two results of copy-
paste. One of them is a large surrounding selection, creating clusters, whereas the other one is
a tighter selection, creating a denser distribution.
Figure 6.10: Left: Copying (top) and pasting (bottom) while selecting closely the objects; the
synthesized color is a dense distribution. Right: Copying (top) and pasting (bottom) with a
larger selection region; the color is a distribution of clusters.
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Choice of the Influence Region. When pasting, it is important to take into account the
surrounding objects. Figure 6.11 shows two results of pasting, with and without an influence
region. When pasting without the influence region, the new clusters are not coherent near region
boundaries, whereas when the region is enabled, the new clusters extend more nicely clusters
of the influence region.
Figure 6.11: Left: Pasting without an influence region. Right: Improving with influence region.
Note how the new clusters complete the existing ones whereas in the left scene they make the
scene more inconsistent by ignoring them.
6.4.2 Move
If a user moves a region to a new location, the displaced objects will be constrained by the new
surrounding objects and by the external constraints of the new ground. For instance, when
moving a forest off a terrain, slopes change, and consequently the tree arrangement must be
adapted to these new constraints.
Using the copy-paste method described previously will result in a whole new arrangement,
which might not be what the artist expects. Indeed, the artist could prefer a deformation
preserving the original arrangement as much as possible, but adapted to the new location.
Improvements. To adapt objects, we plan to use a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm similar to
the synthesis algorithm (Section 6.2.3). Instead of starting from a random arrangement, we will
start from the existing objects. Instead of performing only birth-and-death perturbations, we
can add a displacement perturbation by choosing randomly an existing point p and moving it
to a new random location p′:
X ′ = X \ {p} ∪ {p′}.
Moreover, to favor smaller displacements, the probability function f can be multiplied by a
Gaussian kernel depending on the distance ‖p− p′‖.
6.4.3 Seamcarving-based Scaling
In standard software, scaling a part of a scene deforms element arrangement, where spacing
between objects is uniformly changed, thus not preserving scene properties. We rather interpret
the scaling of a region as a need for a larger region, respecting the arrangement properties in
the original one.
Our approach to achieve this is inspired by seamcarving-based image scaling [AS07]. Seam-
carving techniques seamlessly deform images, by finding paths (cuts) of least-energy in the
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original image (i.e., traversing smoothly varying pixels) and adding new pixels with interpo-
lated colors or removing pixels along a cut, for instance, to enlarge or shrink the image.
When the user scales a region, the algorithm finds a cut that minimizes the scene deforma-
tion. We then only deform the objects near the path, which allows us to preserve the rest of
the scene.
Energy Map. To find the best cut within the scene, we use the standard approach of seam-
carving, i.e., computing the path of minimal energy within the scene, in the direction perpen-
dicular to the deformation. We need to define an appropriate energy function, expressing the
cost of cutting the scene at a given location, in the case of 3D distributions (Figure 6.12). We
construct this energy from the vectorial data by rasterizing a repulsion energy that is inversely
proportional to the distance to the nearest objects:
e(p) =
1
minoi∈O{d(p, oi)}
,
where oi is one object (point in a distribution or arc in a graph) in all objects O of the scene.
Figure 6.12: Left: Example scene with some trees and a road graph. Right: Energy computed
and rasterized from the scene.
Enlarge. To enlarge a scene, we remove the objects overlapping the newly expanded region,
and synthesize objects in the free space created by their displacement (Figure 6.13).
Shrink. To shrink a scene, we remove the objects around the cut, and synthesize objects in
the space created by the region whose size is shrunk (Figure 6.14).
6.4.4 Color Interpolation and Gradient
To augment the analogy with painting software, we should provide tools to merge colors (where
colors are properties of distributions, as stated in Section 6.1), in order to create gradients and
brushes with alpha masks. In this section, we first detail how we perform histogram and color
interpolations, and then detail the new gradient tool.
Color Interpolation. We perform histogram interpolation using optimal mass transport of
the analyzed interaction histograms [Rea99], which is based on the inverse cumulative density
function. Contrary to classical interpolation, this method performs a natural interpolation of
histogram shapes (Figure 6.15). Indeed, a naive interpolation of two Gaussian shapes does not
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Scaling an area
Scene objects are translated Synthesis in Phi
Points and arcs are removedFinding a cut
Figure 6.13: Enlarging a region: the user drags the region contour to enlarge it. The algorithm
finds the best cut in the scene. The objects overlapping the displaced region are removed, as
well as the arcs traversed by the cut. The objects on one side of the cut are translated on the
scene depending on the scaling direction. New objects are synthesized in the empty space left
by this displacement.
Finding the cut
Scene objects are translated Synthesis in Phi
Removing objectsScaling an area
Figure 6.14: Shrinking a region: the user drags the region contour to shrink it. The algorithm
finds the best cut in the scene. The objects in the cut region are removed. The objects are
translated on the scene depending on the cut size and scaling direction. New objects are
synthesized in the empty space at the right.
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Figure 6.15: Top: Interpolation of two rdf histograms. The histogram shapes are deformed, thus
naturally interpolating the interaction properties. The initial histogram corresponds to a point
distribution with dense clusters, while the final histogram corresponds to a random distribution.
The interpolated histograms show clusters enlarging and point interaction becoming less and
less attractive to finally become a random distribution. Bottom: Point distributions generated
using the different histograms.
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φn-1φ0 ... φn
Ω
Figure 6.16: Gradient synthesis. At the k, the points are synthesized in ϕk with interpolated
color ck, while being influenced by X ∩ {ϕi, i < k}.
result in a Gaussian shape, but in a fade-in, fade-out phenomenon, while with this interpolation
the result will be a Gaussian shape with parameters interpolated from the two example shapes.
A color is defined by a set of interaction histograms computed from an example analysis.
To interpolate colors, we interpolate independently each histogram.
Gradient. Using the color interpolation described previously, we provide a gradient tool that
takes two colors as input, and enables the creation of objects with a color interpolated at
different levels within the active region.
The active region ϕ is segmented in N independent regions ϕ0, ..., ϕN−1. The algorithm
successively performs a synthesis in the regions ϕk, k ∈ [0, N −1], while taking into account the
surrounding objects in X and the newly created objects in {ϕi, i < k} (Figure 6.16). The color
used in each region is interpolated from the initial and final colors:
ck = interpolate
(
s
(
k
N − 1
)
, cinitial, cfinal
)
,
s(t) : [0, 1] 7→ [0, 1] is the gradient shape function. In our prototype we provide linear, bilinear,
and radial shapes. Note that N can be a fixed value or depend on the region size.
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Figure 6.17: Examples of gradients. From top to bottom: Gradient from a uniform distribu-
tion to a dense cluster distribution, gradient from a uniform distribution to a sparse cluster
distribution, and gradient from a dense cluster distribution to a sparse cluster distribution.
6.5 Synthesis-based Painting
The key concept of our method is to paint distributions and structures directly in a scene. We
show in this section how to use the operations presented previously to design a new interactive
paint-like tool for modeling virtual worlds.
6.5.1 Brush
The brush is a special case of synthesis where the synthesis region evolves during the brushing
gesture. When the user performs a brushing gesture, we compute several synthesis steps, each
of them taking into account the previously synthesized regions, similarly to the gradient tool
(Figure 6.18).
The tool works as follows: during a single brushing gesture, all synthesis regions {ϕk}
are kept in memory. When the user has moved sufficiently far along the brushing region,
we perform a new synthesis step: all existing objects in ϕn are removed, except if they were
created at a previous step, and then we synthesize new objects in ϕn with an influence region
I = Xn ∪ {ϕk, k ≤ n}.
Pipette. The pipette tool is equivalent to the copy tool, except that it picks the color in a
circular region of the same radius as the brush.
Eraser. The eraser simply removes all objects within the circular region.
Alpha. We started working on alpha masks, based on color interpolations. We plan to in-
terpolate between the existing color with the brush color, with an alpha coefficient that varies
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Figure 6.18: Two successive steps of a brushing gesture. Synthesis of the blue objects in ϕn
while taking into account I. The new clusters respect the distance properties with the existing
ones.
Ω
φ
Ω
φ
Figure 6.19: Left: Several colors are analyzed around the blur region ϕ. Right: Synthesis within
ϕ using various interpolated colors.
along the brush radius. Using those masks, we aim to provide a brush tool whose colors vary
depending on the distance to the brush center.
6.5.2 Blur
Another common tool in traditional drawing softwares is blur. Traditionally, this tool smoothly
blends colors. Consequently applying a blur to a scene means to smoothly blend point distri-
butions and graph structure properties.
Improvements. We plan to provide a blur tool working as follows: first, we perform several
analyses in the brush surrounding, then we synthesize new objects within the brush region, and
use different colors computed from various interpolations of the analyzed regions (Figure 6.19).
6.6 Preliminary Results and Discussion
In this section we present preliminary results. Most of the tools described in this chapter have
been implemented in an interactive world modeling prototype.
While we already reached good results on unit test examples, more work is required to
improve robustness to more complex sceneries, such as islands with mountains, rivers, roads,
houses, and trees. Particularly, the graph algorithm still requires more research to add other
constraints, such as topological statistics, to better reproduce graph examples.
We changed several times the synthesis algorithm. An early solution applied energy min-
imization on point distributions, with an energy computed from analyzed histograms. The
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Figure 6.20: Editor interface. On the left, tool widgets let the user modify the tool settings.
In the center, the scene is edited and visualized in real time. On the right, the palette displays
schematically the colors currently available.
results proved very positive on point distributions (Figure 6.21) but lacked robustness to sup-
port complex scenes and graphs. Indeed, our solution worked mainly with histograms with
many local maxima. Since we switched to the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm as presented in
Section 6.2.3, we did not adapt all our tools, but are confident in this new approach.
Interface. The user navigates in the virtual world with camera controls similar to Blender [Ble14].
Figure 6.20 shows the editor window.
Implementation. The prototype is implemented in C++, using OpenGL and GLSL Com-
pute Shaders. Computations are performed on an NVidia 660GTX GPU and an Intel R© Xeon R©
E5-1650 CPU, running at 3.20 GHz with 16 GB of memory. Our algorithms use only one CPU
thread.
Synthesis. Figures 6.21 and 6.22 show examples generated with our algorithms. When all unit
tests will be validated, larger and more complex scenes will be designed to test the robustness
of our solution. The graph synthesis algorithm still needs topological constraints in order to
have a valid road or river network.
Performance. The scenes in Figures 6.21 and 6.22 were analyzed in 0.005 to 0.041 seconds and
synthesized in 0.124 to 0.709 seconds. However, they remain simple examples and computation
time may increase with scene complexity, even if we did not do any optimization yet.
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Figure 6.21: Example of a synthesized point distribution using an oriented radial density func-
tion.
Figure 6.22: Examples of synthesized scenes. The smaller boxes contain the original examples
and the larger ones, the synthesized scenes.
Comparison to Other Methods. Our objective being to provide interactive editing tools,
our major concern is the trade-off between computation time and synthesis fidelity. Although
our method compares relatively well to state-of-the-art arrangement synthesis methods, more
detailed comparisons will be performed with our final algorithm.
User Study. We started our work with a pre-research user study about the deformation and
synthesis of vectorial scenes. In this study, 19 persons from various genders, ages, and artistic
skills were asked to manually enlarge nine different vectorial scenes printed on paper, and to
manually fill the empty space in ten other vectorial scenes (Appendix A). This user study
allowed us to validate the set of interactions to analyze and guided the interaction matrix and
the synthesis algorithm.
We did not more fully evaluate our prototype yet, but we believe that users will be attracted
by our painting metaphor for modeling virtual worlds.
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Limitations. The first limitation comes from the interaction matrix, since it needs to be given
as input. The matrix used in our prototype is always the same, but it may not be appropriate
for particular cases. Moreover, it implies to know the object types and categories. A more
flexible approach would analyze and synthesize scenes without a priori knowledge, like in recent
example-based synthesis techniques [HLT∗09] or in inverse procedural methods [YYW∗12].
Another possible problem is that object distributions may have various properties within
the same analyzed scene. However, it is possible to add more granularity to the method by
segmenting the scene in cells and computing colors independently within each of them.
Our synthesis algorithms work well for natural scenes with chaotic arrangements, but are
not adapted to complex sceneries with meaningful arrangements, such as 2D vectorial art.
Inverse procedural modeling could provide a more generalized approach to synthesize arbitrary
sceneries.
6.7 Conclusion
We presented in this chapter a more artist-centered procedural-based editor for vectorial maps,
combining intuitive user editing and example-based procedural generation. Instead of provid-
ing a new procedural method and making it interactive, we focused from the beginning on an
interactive editor similar to interactive painting editors, and worked to develop the underlying
models for distribution and graph syntheses, enabling the user to convey his intent without
taking care of details. Our preliminary results are promising and we believe our prototype will
soon be fully operational. However, more work is needed to better formalize the algorithms and
make them robust to complex cases with a large number of objects of different categories.
One big advantage of our approach is that it can be used with any type of example-based
synthesis or inverse procedural method. We believe this approach could lead to a new kind of
interactive modeler where modeling is a tight coupling between intuitive and interactive editing,
example-based synthesis, and procedural modeling.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
I
n this thesis, we explored several approaches to improve the process used to model vir-
tual worlds. While each chapter had its conclusion and suggested some future directions
of investigation, we summarize here our main contributions and present more general
recommendations for future work in this area.
Contributions
The work presented in this thesis can be divided into two main types of contributions to virtual
world modeling: firstly, we introduced new methods for modeling new types of virtual world
elements; secondly, we focused on improving approaches for interactive editing of virtual worlds.
In this thesis, we introduced two methods for the modeling of virtual world elements that
were not yet treated: villages and waterfalls. Indeed, we presented the first method for procedu-
ral village generation. Our method relies on a particle-based seeding and a growth simulation.
By intertwining building and road generations, and providing dynamic interest maps, we were
able to generate a variety of plausible villages, ranging from fortified villages on a cliff to fish-
erman villages on a coast. This system is highly flexible and we believe that it is an important
direction to follow for urban and non-urban environment generation. We also presented the
first method for interactive modeling of waterfall sceneries. Our method enables the creation of
a coarse waterfall network, and the system automatically handles the generation of a detailed
waterfall scene that preserves hydraulic consistency.
The second major focus of our work was rethinking the interactive modeling of virtual
worlds, in order to answer the question formulated in our introduction: “How can we improve
the interactive design of virtual worlds to better match user needs and computer capabilities?”.
We studied this question by proposing several approaches combining intuitive user controls and
procedural generation, gradually increasing their interactive aspect:
• We combined intuitive parameters with procedural generation to design villages on arbi-
trary landscapes. The main interest of our method is that it enables the emergence of
complex village patterns adapted to strong environment constraints while remaining easy
to use. However, while powerful and flexible, the indirect control of the modeling process
hinders the creation of a particular scene.
• We combined interactive coarse editing with procedural generation of details to design
coherent waterfall sceneries. The user creates a coarse waterfall network on an existing
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terrain, while the algorithm automatically generates a detailed scenery and deals with the
environment constraints and the hydraulic properties of the network. This work helps to
show the importance and the need for tools that provide direct control over what an artist
would like to design, and that automate the long and laborious tasks.
• We combined interactive sketch-based editing with procedural deformation to edit complex
terrains. The method enables artists to draw a detailed sketch of the desired mountain
silhouette from a first-person viewpoint, and the procedural algorithm deforms the existing
terrain to match these constraints. This approach highlights the need of methods to edit
complex sceneries with intuitive fine controls, often managing 3D intentions from 2D
manipulations from the current viewpoint.
• Finally, we combined interactive painting with example-based analysis and synthesis to
edit virtual maps. The user can edit scenes composed of object distributions and graphs
with tools inspired from traditional painting software. This method emphasizes the need
for generic editing tools, truly coupling the simplicity and controllability of classical man-
ual editing tools with the power of procedural and example-based modeling.
Recommendations for Future Work
To conclude this thesis, we outline in this section some recommendations for future work to
continue improving on the interactive design of virtual worlds to better match user needs and
computer capabilities.
Interactivity First. Interactivity is often considered as a feature of a procedural method.
Instead of creating a new procedural method for modeling virtual world elements and then
trying to make it interactive, we started from classical interactive scene editing methods and
introduced example-based synthesis to enhance the editing experience. We believe virtual world
modeling methods should be intrinsically based on intuitive and interactive editing, such as
sketch-based or painting interfaces, and that the procedural model should be built on top of it.
Multi-scale Interactive Modeling. The user should not have to choose between coarse
or fine controls. Interactive modeling methods should focus on multi-scale editing approaches
enabling the editing at several levels of granularity and to smoothly transition between them
according to user intentions.
Iterative Procedural Modeling. A method coupling interactive editing and procedural
generation needs to face the problem of preserving previous or concurrent edits from the user.
For instance, if the user manually edits the scene and then changes some procedural parameters,
a scene that is completely regenerated would lose all previous modifications. Ideally, interactive
modeling methods should handle both manual and procedural iterative modifications.
Generic Interactive Inverse Procedural Modeling. While example-based synthesis tech-
niques enable the editing of arbitrary distributions and graphs, it is limited to structures and
distributions that can be statistically analyzed and generated. If we cannot extract appropriate
statistics, or more generally, properties, no procedural methods will be able to generate them.
Interactive methods should propose inverse procedural techniques as generic as possible, but
also be interactive so the user can better specify his intents to handle the complexity and variety
of virtual worlds.
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Artist-centered Design. Interactive editing methods should provide users with advanced
tools enabling them to focus on what they want, and should use algorithms to generate the
missing elements while ensuring global consistency. This goal can only be achieved by focusing
research on interactive procedural generation and by always putting the artist at the center of
the process.
The domain of interactive design of virtual worlds will continue to be a major research topic
in the coming years, because of artists’ increasing needs. We believe that methods coupling
procedural modeling with intuitive user control are an answer to these needs.
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Appendix A
User Study
In this appendix, we detail the pre-research user study about the deformation and synthesis
of vectorial scenes, conducted to guide our algorithm choices in Chapter 6. This user-study
allowed us to validate the set of interactions to analyze and guided the interaction matrix and
the synthesis algorithm. The remaining of this appendix is the user study as it has been filled
by 19 persons from various genders, ages, and artistic skills.
User Study
Return to Arnaud, IMAGINE TEAM, INRIA
Complete the following informations :
Age : .......
Sex : .......
Expertise : (1) (2) (3) (4) (5 - Expert)
A.1 Choose the Best Deformation
Situation: The top box contains a vectorial scene that you have just created by hand. Un-
fortunately the scene is too small, you have to make a larger scene.
The boxes a,d,c,d and (sometimes) e represent the result given by a smart deformation tool,
Sort them by preference, as you would like a tool to deform your scene, or list them in
“non satisfying results” if you think they are not satisfying. If you think some results x and y
are equivalent, write them (x,y).
Example :
Satisfying results Unsatisfying results
a, (d,c) b, e
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
satisfying results unsatisfying results
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
satisfying results unsatisfying results
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
satisfying results unsatisfying results
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
satisfying results unsatisfying results
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
satisfying results unsatisfying results
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
satisfying results unsatisfying results
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
satisfying results unsatisfying results
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
satisfying results unsatisfying results
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
satisfying results unsatisfying results
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A.2 Fill the Holes
Situation: The boxes on the left contain vectorial scenes that you have just created by hand.
The scene has been cut into two parts, and you have to fill the created holes.
Fill the holes of the boxes on the right as you would like them be filled.
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A.3 Cut the Scenes
Situation: The boxes contain vectorial scenes that you have just created by hand. You want
to enlarge them by cutting them in two parts and filling the holes, like you have done in the
previous section.
1 - Draw a line that cuts the boxes vertically, where you would cut yourself the boxes if
you had to separate the scenes to enlarge the scene.
→ The line is not necessary a straight line.
→ You can cut (or not) the elements.
→ The parts are not necessarily balanced.
2 - Draw two other vertical lines (with another color) to cut again the two parts you just
created.
→ Your lines shall not cross the first line. Example :
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A.4 Deform a Scene
This section allows you to specify your requirements, especially if you where not satisfied by
the results proposed in Section A.1.
You can deform the scene freely, to match the box on the right size. For instance you can:
• preserve what you would like to be preserved,
• preserve, stretch, modify, cut, complete, duplicate (or not) existing elements,
• create (or not) new elements.
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